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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent work at the Boston University Physical Research 
Laboratory had raised the possibility of constructing photo-
graphic shutters that would make use of a liquid metal mov-
ing under the action of electromagnetic forces. Upon 
investigation, it was quickly discovered that no theory 
existed which would give a detailed description of the time 
dependent motion to be expected of the liquid under various 
circumstances. This dissertation was undertaken to develop 
the basic theory underlying such physical systems. 
I • THE PROBL»l 
Statement £! !h! Problem 
The practical aspects of the problem involved the 
motion of a sheet of liquid metal, such as mercury or sodium, 
of small thickness (circa 1 mm thick), but of width and 
length of the order of several centimeters. In hydrody• 
namies, this would be called channel flow in a channel of 
large aspect ratio of a short, finite length of fluid. 
The liquid metal, which was confined between plane 
glass plates, was to be driven by passing an electric our-
rent through it in the direction of its width in the pres-
ence of a homogeneous magnetic field in the direction of its 
thickness. The fluid would then be moved in the direction 
of its length. If the driving current, derived from an 
external source, were constant, one would expect the sheet 
of liquid to accelerate gradually from rest until it at-
tained a steady state velocity. If the driving current were 
oscillatory, the liquid could be expected to assume a cor-
responding oscillatory motion after an initial transient 
period. 
In order to solve the above mentioned problem and others 
similar to it, one must start by idealizing the problem so 
that it becomes amenable to mathematical attack. 
It is most natural, then, to assume that the sheet of 
liquid metal is infinitely wide and infinitely long, but has 
a small finite thickness. In this way, one immediately 
avoids consideration of the so-called "end-effects," pertur-
bations present near the electrodes which send current 
through the liquid and near the leading and trailing edges of 
the moving sheet. 
At the same time, because the incompressible liquid 
sheet is taken as infinitely wide and long, the velocity of 
flow between two planes becomes a function of a single 
spatial dimension. If a cartesian coordinate system is 
oriented in the fluid in such a way that the x coordinate 
lies in the direction of the fluid thickness and the y 
coordinate lies in the direction of the fluid width, then 
the fluid will be considered to flow in the positive z 
2. 
direction, in the direction of its length. Fig. 1 illus-
trates the infinite sheet of fluid, the coordinate system, 
the homogeneous external magnetic field, and the upper and 
lower plane boundary surfaces located at x = ±a· 
The liquid is assumed to be stationary at the noncon-
ducting boundary walls (x = ±a) in the steady state. 
Because conditions are invariant in the y and z directions, 
the velocity of any fluid element is a function only of its 
x coordinate and the time. 
In the light of this background infor-mation, the dis-
sertation problem can be concisely stated as follows: To 
derive and solve the time dependent, one dimensional equa-
tions of motion for an infinite sheet of viscous, incom-
pressible, conducting liquid of finite thickness acted upon 
by a spatially homogeneous magnetic field, by current from 
an external source, and by mechanical pressure gradients. 
Objectives and Limitations of the Investigation 
One must recognize at the start that the problem con-
sidered in this investigation is one of t~ose falling within 
the domain of that borderline field of physics known as 
magnetohydrodynamics, or, more recently, by the name of 
hydromagnetics. 
As of the present time, there exists no general method 
of solving the simultaneous, non-linear equations of hydro-
dynamics and electromagnetic theory. Because of this, it is 
3 
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evident that progress in this field can be made in two differ-
ent ways: first, by solving exactly the hydramagnetic equa-
tions for simple, idealized systems and, second, by solving 
approximately the equations for more realistic complicated 
systems. This dissertation is concerned with the first 
approach. 
The primary purpose of this investigation was to obtain 
new information concerning the basic nature of the magneto-
hydrodynamic motion of viscous, incompressible, conducting 
fluids under a variety of circumstances. In particular, it 
was hoped that information about transient hydromagnetic flow 
could be obtained. 
A secondary objective of the investigation was to develop 
a workable theory that could be app~ied with a minimum of 
effort to practical problems of time dependent channel flow. 
To this end it was . found desirable to develop simplified 
approximate expressions for the complicated exact solutions 
and then apply these simplified solutions to representative 
practical problems. With the development of these 
"engineering-accuracy solutionsn it also became a much 
simpler matter to check the theory by experiment. 
The investigation was limited to the class of so-called 
"newtonian fluids,n to which the Navier-stokes hydrodynamic 
equation applies. Fortunately, this includes all of the 
liquid metals and most of the conducting liquids with which 
one is normally concerned. The external circuit which is 
5· 
used to send a driving current through the fluid is presumed 
to have a much larger resistance than the internal resist-
ance of the liquid. This requirement is necessary to insure 
that currents induced in the liquid by virtue of its motion 
in the external magnetic field will not be affected by the 
presence of the external circuit. 
The assumption of a spatially homogeneous magnetic 
field is customary in the problems of magnetohydrodynamics 
and may, or may not, correspond with the reality of a 
practical situation. It is certainly possible to obtain 
actual magnetic fields which are homogeneous to within a few 
parts per million. 
In problems dealing with incompressible liquids of good 
conductivity and substantial mass density (of the order of 
1 gram per cubic centimeter), it is common practice to omit 
the displacement current density in Maxwell's equations.1 
This is done because any electric fields present in the 
liquid vary so slowly that the displacement current is 
infinitesimal in comparison with induced conduction cur-
rents. Of course, in the case of r arefied ionized gases, 
one has to be careful in omitting the displacement current. 
1The omission of Maxwell 's displacement current is justi-
fied in Appendix A, where it is shown to be much smaller than 
either the motionally induced currents or currents induced by 
a changing magnetic field for those cases of interest here. 
6. 
Organization of ~ Dissertation 
In Section II of this chapter, the pertinent work of 
other investigators in this field is reviewed briefly. 
Certain important results and shortcomings of some of this 
prior work are discussed at greater length at the appropriate 
place in the development of the theory. 
In Chapter II, the basic simultaneous differential equa-
tions are derived and specialized to the one-dimensional flow 
under consideration. In Chapter III , the exact steady state 
solutions of the equations are obtained. Chapter IV is con-
cerned with the complete exact solutions of the equations of 
motion. 
Chapter V deals with the application of the theory to 
some magnetohydrodynamic systems. Both unidirectional flow 
and oscillatory flow systems are considered. 
Chapter VI is an introduction to the two dimensional 
equations governing magnetohydrodynamic flow in rectangular 
channels. 
Chapter VII is devoted to a description of experimental 
work that was carried out with liquid mercury films under 
the action of constant driving currents and constant magnetic 
fields. The last chapter summarizes the research completed, 
emphasizes important findings, and makes some suggestions 
regarding further research. 
The main body of the text is followed by two appendices . 
II • REVIEW OF OTHER WORK 
The history of the study of fluids flowing in the 
presence of magnetic fields goes back to the days of Michael 
Faraday, who was the first to predict the generation of an 
electromotive force in a liquid flowing through a magnetic 
field. 2 Faraday himself made measurements at Waterloo Bridge 
in London in an attempt to detect an electromagnetic force 
induced in the River Thames during the tides owing to the 
motion of large quantities of water across the earth's 
magnetic field. These experiments were unsuccessful. The 
existence of tidally inch ced earth-currents '\Vas also pre-
dicted by Faraday. 3 Today, tidally induced electromagnetic 
forces (of the order of a few millivolts per kilometer) and 
tidally generated earth-currents are measured and utilized in 
determining the speed and direction of tidal streams. 4 
At about the turn of the century, the "pinch effect 11 --
that phenomenon in which a liquid conductor tends to contract 
in cross section when a current flows through it--was dis-
covered by Carl Hering and reported to the scientific com-
munity by Northrup.? In this paper Northrup derived the 
~. Faraday, 11Bakerian Lecture." 
~.Faraday, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., p. 175 (1832). 
~.s. Languet-Higgins, Mon. Not. R. Astr. Soc., Geophys. 
Suppl. 5, 285 (1949). 
5E.F. Northrup , Phys . Rev.(l) 24, 474 (1907). 
equations for the magnetic field both within and outside a 
circular conductor and described experiments which he had 
performed with liquid mercury and a liquid alloy of potassium 
and sodium. In particular, Northrup described a device which 
would raise the level of a column of mercury by several cent-
imeters upon passage of a current through the liquid. Here, 
then, was the ancestor of present-day electromagnetic pumps. 
The earliest work done in combining the equations of 
viscous, conducting fluid flow with those for the electro-
magnetic field was done by Hartmann. 6 
Hartmann's interest in the flow of conducting liquids 
in a magnetic field began in 1918, when he designed a direct 
current electromagnetic pump for use in connection with other 
apparatus. In later years, while making a theoretical study 
of this pump, he became convinced that the interaction of a 
magnetic field, a flow of electrical current, and the motion 
of a conducting liquid formed the basis of a new and unique 
field of investigation, to which he gave the name mercury-
dynamics. Specifically, it was the search for a means of 
influencing the turbulence of a liquid flow which led to his 
realization of this new field of mercury-dynamics. Following 
Hartmann's theoretical work, Hartmann and Lazarus supple-
mented the theory with experimental data.? 
6J. Hartmann, Math.-fys. Medd. 15, No.6 (1937). 
7J. Hartmann and F. Lazarus, Math.-fys . Medd. 15, No. 7 
(1937). 
9 · 
Not much interest was shown in the work begun by 
Hartmann until Alfven postulated the existence of magneto-
hydrodynamic waves in 1942.8 The discovery of magnetohydro-
dynamic waves was made in cosmic physics in connection with 
the theory of sun spots. 9 Magnetic phenomena of different 
types had been observed in connection with studies of ~e 
10, 11, 12 . 
earth and sun, and 1t was 
tists, such as Fer.mi13 and Hoffmann 
natural that some scien-
14 
and Teller , began to 
consider the origin, nature, and possible effects of these 
magnetic fields. Theories pertaining to the earth's magnetic 
field and magnetohydrodynamic motion within the liquid iron 
core of the earth were developed primarily by Elsasser15 and 
16, 17 Bullard. 
In 1944, Wal en treated the case of magnetohydrodynamic 
waves in which the displacement current and the mechanical 
8H. Alfven, Ark. Mat. Astr. Fys. 29B, No.2 (1943). 
9rbid, 29A, No. 11 (1942). 
10T. G. Cowling, Mon. Not. R. Astr. Soc. 94, 39 (1933). 
11w. M. Elsasser, Phys. Rev. 69, 106, 70, 202, 72, 821 
10. 
(19~). 
12v. C. A. Ferraro, Mon. Not. R. Astr. Soc. 97, 458 (1937). 
13E . Fer.mi, Phys. Rev. 75, 1169 (1949). 
14F. de Hoffman and E. Teller, Phys. Rev. 80, 692 (1950). 
l5Elsasser, loc. cit. 
16 E. c. Bullard, Proc. Roy . Soc. 197A, 433 (1949). 
l7Ibid., 199A, 413 (1949) · 
. . t 1 t . d 18 v1scos1 y were neg ec e • In 1952, Lehnert derived the 
magnetohydrodynamic equations, taking the viscosity into con-
. . 19 
s1derat1on. Recent refinements and generalizations of the 
theory of magnetohydrodynamic waves have been made by 
20 
Lundquist, who, incidentally, was the first to verify the 
existence of magnetohydrodynamic waves in laboratory experi-
21 22 23,24 
ments in 1949, and by Hines, Chandrasekhar, and 
Banos. 25 
In 1944, another area of research involving the flow of 
conducting fluids in the presence of a magnetic field was 
pioneered by Kolin, who desi gned and constructed the first 
workable electromagnetic flowmeter. 26 Today the application 
of electromagnetic flowmeters and velocity meters is important 
in medical research, 27 the measurement of radioactive fluid 
18 c. Walen, Ark. Mat. Astr. Fys. 30A, No. 15 (1944). 
19 
B. Lehnert, Ark. Fys. 5, 69 (1942). 
20s. Lundquist, Ark. Fys. 5, 297 (1952). 
21 
s. Lundquist, Phys. Rev. 76, 1805 (1949). 
22 
c. 0. Hines, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 49(2), 299 (1953). 
23 s. Chandrasekhar, Proc. Roy. Soc. 204A, 435, 207A, 301 
(1951) • 
24 Ibid., 225A, 173 (1954). 
25 A. Banos, Jr., Phys. Rev. 97, 1435 (1955). 
26 A. Kolin, J. Appl. Phys. 15, 150 (1944). 
27 A. Kolin, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 23, 235 (1952). 
11. 
fl 28 . . 29 ow, and ~n mak~ng measurements of turbulence. These 
instruments make use of the basic theory of magnetohydro-
dynamics. 
With the advent of atomic energy and the nuclear pile, 
the utilization of electromagnetic pumping of liquid metals 
(primarily as cool ants) brought to a state of perfection 
experimental and theoretical work that had been done at the 
turn of the century. Barnes gives a good account of the 
advantages of electromagnetic pumping over conventional 
. . 30 
methods in h~s excellent summary art~cle. 
Returning to the main trend of basic theoretical and 
experimental work, one finds that little or nothing was done 
to continue Hartmann's basic work until 1950, when Batchelor 
showed that a small magnetic field present during the turbu-
lent motion of a conducting fluid could be expected to be-
. . . 31 
come amplified under certain rather unl~kely cond~t~ons. In 
this same year, Elsasser derived a simplified symmetrical 
form of the hydromagnetic equations. 32 In 1952, Lehnert 
28 w. G. James, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 22, 989 (1951). 
29 L. M. Grossman and A.F . Charwot, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 23, 
741 (1952). 
H. Barnes, Nucleonics 11, 16 (1953). 
K. Batchelor., Proc. Roy. Soc. 201A, 4o5 (1950). 
M. Elsasser, Phys. Rev. 79, 183 (1950). 
12. 
solved the case of plane couette flow in the presence of a 
magnetic field and showed same aspects of t h e transition 
between laminar and nonlaminar motion in t h e presence of a 
. . 33 magnet~c f~eld. He also derived a set of characteristic 
parameters, corresponding to Reynolds number, for the flow. 
In 1953, 8hercliff obtained approximate solutions for some 
34 
cases of two-dimensional steady state flow. His theoretical 
work was supplemented by experimental data . 
Murgatroyd, in 1953, performed experimental work with 
mercury in long, narrow rectangular channels over a large 
range of Reynolds numbers. 35 This experimental work seemed to 
verify the correctness of the Hartmann solution and certain 
predictions made by Lundquist in connection with t h e damping 
. 36 
of turbulence by a magnetic f~eld. 
13. 
Most recently, Pai has solved the steady state equations 
for the laminar flow of a conducting, incompressible flui d in 
a circular pipe, when the external field is radially symmetric 
abou~ the axis of the pipe. 37 The general behavior of the 
velocity distribution in Pai's problem closely parallels that 
of the Hartmann solution. 
33B. Lehnert, Ark. Fys. 5, 69 (1 952). 
34J. A. 8hercliff, Proc.Camb.Phil.8oc. 49(1), 136(1953). 
35w. Murgatroyd, Phil. Mag. 44, 1348 (1953). 
368. 5 Lundquist, Ark. Fys. , 297 (1952). 
378. I. Pai, J. Appl. Phys. 25, 1205 (1954). 
CHAPTER II 
FORMULATION OF THE DIFFERENT IAL EQUATIONS 
I. DERIVATION OF 'r HE GENERAL VECTOR EQUATIONS 
Consider Ohm's Law, including the Lorentz electric field 
but omitting Maxwell's displacement current, in the form 
..... 
Here Jt is the total current density within the liquid, 
-J is the current density caused to flow by an externally im-
-pressed electric field, E is the electric field resulting 
from a charge distribution of density p within the fluid and 
e 
-also from the action of time varying magnetic fields, rl is 
t 
the total magnetic field acting on the fluid, a andjU are 
scalar constants representing the liquid conductivity and 
permeability, and v is the liquid velocity. All electrical 
and magnetic quantities are to be measured in absolute 
electromagnetic units. All non-electromagnetic quantities 
are to be measured in cgs units. 
Transposing and taking the curl of both members of equa-
tion 1) yields 
2) - - ~ Curl(Jt - J) = curl Ji 
-where Ji represents the total current density induced in the 
liquid. For our hydromagnetic system Maxvfell's equations 
may be written as 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
- -Curl h = 41TJ. 
l. 
~ - - -CurlE= Curl(Ec + Eh) = - j! oHt/ot 
Div E = Div(Ec + Eh) = 41Tc 2pe (taking E. = 1) 
- - ~ Div Ht = div h = div H = 0 • 
-Here h is the induced magnetic field associated with 
- -the induced current density Ji, Ec is the electric field due 
-to a charge distribution, Eh is the electric field due to 
-time varying magnetic fields, c is the velocity of light' H 
is an externally impressed magnetic field, and t is the time. 
In addition, the equation of continuity for incampres-
sible fluids requires that 
7) ~ Div v = 0 . 
By taking the curl of both members of equation 3) and 
making use of the vector identity for curl curl and equa-
tion 6), one obtains 
8) Curl J i = l/41T curl curl h = l/41T(grad div h V~) 
= - l/41T v2h . 
- ...... One can also write curl(v x Ht) as 
9) ~ - ...... -Curl(v x Ht) = (Ht .V)v- ~ _. _. ..... (v.V)Ht + v div Ht 
- ~ 
= (Ht.V)v- (V .v)~ . 
The next step is to substitute the expressions from 
equations 4), 8), and 9) into equation 2), to obtain 
..... 
Consider the total magnetic field Ht as made up of two 
parts as follows: 
11) - - -Ht = H + h . 
Because both the gradient operation and the scalar 
product are distributive, equation 11), when substituted 
into equation 10), yields 
12) v2h - 41TC1)4 [<v.V)H- (H.V)v + Cv.V)h- (h.vrv + ah/at] 
- -
- 4'lT curl ( p e v) = 41Tap oH/ot • 
· Equation 12) is a general vector equation relating the 
- ~ . . ,-
two unknown variables v and h. The field H is known, but the 
charge density Pe is as yet unknown except that it must 
satisfy equation 5). Equation 12) will be specialized later 
to one and two dimensional problems. 
-Another equation relating v and h can be obtained by 
specifying that the fluid velocity must always obey the 
Navier-Stokes equation for laminar, viscous fluid flow. 
That is, 
16. 
17. 
13) av/at + Cv.vrv = F- 1/P v p + tz /p v2v. 
-In this equation F represents the body forces acting on 
unit ~' p is the mechanical pressure, p is the liquid 
density, and ~ is the liquid viscosity . All of these quanti-
ties are to be measured in cgs units. 
For the case of electromagnetic body forces, one has 
Again it is necessary to separate the total magnetic 
-field Ht into its two component parts as given by equation 
11). In addition, one must also separate the total current 
-density Jt into two parts: 
-- _. _,. ....a. .... 
15) Jt = J + Ji = J + 1/4~ curl h 
- _.. The term Jt x Ht occurring in equation 14) can then be 
expanded: 
16) ~ X Ht = [r + 1/4~ curl h J X (ii + h) 
= ( JxH)+(1xh)+l/4~(curl h )xH + l/4~(curl h) x h. 
By making use of the vector identities 
~ ..... ..... ~ ..... _. 
17) (Curl h) x H = (H .V)h - V(H.h) and 
18) (Curl h) X h = (h .V)h - 1/2 V fh j2 , 
- -where H indicates that the vector H is to be considered a 
constant in connection with the gradient operation~ one can 
write the electromagnetic body forces per unit mass as 
19) F = PeE+ ~(Jx}i) + ~(Jxh) + ~ f(H.V)h - V(H.h)] p p p 1+7f p ~ . -
+ 4~\ [<h.V)h - 1/2 vlii12] . 
One bas only to substitute equation 19) into equation 
13) to obtain the required second equation relating the un-
- -known variables v and h: 
20) 
18. 
II. SPECIALIZATION OF THE VECTOR E~UATIONS TO 
ONE DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS 
Because this dissertation is concerned with solving a 
particular problem in magnetohydrodynamics, the two general 
vector partial differential equations 12) and 20) must be 
specialized to satisfy the conditions of the problem. 
It is a basic assumption of the problem that liquid can 
flow in only one coordinate direction. If a cartesian 
coordinate system is established as indicated in Chapter I, 
then the z coordinate will coincide with the direction of 
fluid flow. It is a further basic assumption of the problem 
that the magnetic field deriving from external currents is 
spatially homogeneous and directed in the x direction nor.mal 
to the plane boundary walls of the liquid flow. 
The two assumptions mentioned above make it possible to 
convert the two vector equations 12) and 20) into much 
simpler scalar equations. To see how this is done, notice 
first that the velocity v can be written as 
21) .... ~ """' """"' v = 0 l + 0 j + v k. 
Making use of equation 7), div v = O, it is apparent 
that the scalar velocity v in the z direction is independent 
of the z coordinate. Further.more, since the liquid flow 
under consideration extends infinitely in the y direction, 
the velocity v is also independent of y and hence can be a 
function of x only. 
Because the fluid flow is wholly in the z direction and 
the homogeneous magnetic field is directed wholly in the x 
direction, the motionally induced electromotive forces and 
the resulting induced currents must lie in the y direction~ 
ahd ai'e ' independent . of y, so that there is no separation of 
charge , .. and hence the charge density :Pe must vanish. 
~ , _ . Furthermore, because the fluid is infinite in 
the z direction, a study of the magnetic field produced at 
any point within the fluid by induced current elements indi-
cates that all current elements can be considered in pairs, 
each pair having the same x and y coordinates but being sym-
metrically located in the z direction above and below the 
point in question. It then becomes clear that the resultant 
. 
magnetic field due to any such symmetrical pair of current 
elements must lie wholly in the z direction. Thus 
22) h = 0 1 + 0 j + h 'k . 
-Since div h = o, one finds that the induced scalar 
magnetic field h must be independent of the z coordinate. 
And again because the fluid extends infinitely in the y 
direction, h must also be independent of the y coordinate 
and must thus be a function of x alone. 
- -Knowing that both v and h have only z components which 
are functions of x alone, several of the vector terms in 
equations 12) and 20) can be shown to vanish: 
23) ~ - ah/az 'k 0 (v.V)h = v = 
24) - - av/az 1C (h.V)T ;: h = 0 
25) c:V.v>v = v av/az "k = 0 
26) (h.V)h = h ah/az ~ = o • 
20. 
In addition, because the magnetic field H lies wholly 
in the x direction and is homogeneous (that is, its magni-
tude is independent of position), several other terms of 
equations 12) and 20) vanish: 
27) (v.V)H = v 8H/8z i = 0 
....... ,.. ""' 28) V(H.h) = V(Hi.hk) = 0 
-Now, although H does not depend on either x, y, or z, it may 
~ 
depend on time, so that the term 4~~ 8H/8t occurring in 
equation 12) becomes 
29) ~ .... 4~9U aH/at = 4~~ aH/at i, 
a component in the x direction. 
Being a vector equation, equation 12) can be written 
equivalently as three scalar equations. If this is done, 
one finds that for the conditions of this problem only ~he 
"" components in the direction of flow, or k components, yield 
a relationship between v and h: 
2 
30) a h(x,t} + 4~a~H av(x,t} _ 4~au ah(x,t) = o. 
ax2 / - ax / at 
There are no j component terms, and the only i component 
term, as given by equation 29), must vanish, indicating that 
the magnetic field H is independent of time. 
""' Working next with equation 20), there are no j cam-
-ponent terms, but the i component terms yield the equation 
31) 8p/ax = -~h(J + 1/4~ ah/ax) =)Ah(Ji - J), 
where equation 3) has been utilized. In other words, the 
difference between the induced and externally impressed 
21 . 
current densities multiplied by the induced magnetic induo-
tionph gives rise to a transverse pressure gradient in the x 
direction. This transverse pressure gradient can have no 
effect on the flow of the liquid. 
-In the direction of flow, the k components of equa-
tion 20) yield a second scalar relationship between v and h: 
32) a2v(x,t) + ~ H ah(x,t) _ £ av(x,t) = 1 ~- ~ JR. 
ax2 4tr tt ax rz at '1 az "l 
Here ap/az represents a driving mechanical pressure gradient 
while)UH represents a driving electromagnetic pressure 
gradient. 
For purposes of this investigation, the impressed our-
~ 
rent density J will be taken as homogeneous and directed in 
the negative y direction. It may vary with time. The meoh-
anioal pressure gradient will also be assumed independent of 
position but capable of variation with time. 
In order to simplify equations 30) and 32), one can 
first divide equation 30) by 4tr~ and introduce a new 
"reduced variable" for the induced magnetic field, viz: 
3 3) h I : h/4tr ,.J7iit 
Equation 30) can then be written as 
34) a2~' , + p. J rf/ '1' H ~ - 4lT<yA ~~ = 0 ~ 
ax 
Similarly, substituting 41T JCirf' h' for h in equation 32) 
yields 
22. 
35') a2 ~ ah I 6i av 1 an .f' ~ +u -.1 crltnn H - - If;. - = - ..:::£. - - JH. ax~ / ·~ ax ~ at ~ az ~ 
If one introduces the following symbols for the grouped 
quantities appearing in equations 34) and 35): 
36) A =p J ctl'l• H 
37) B(t) = - llf! a:plaz 
18) c ( t) =.Pi tt .TH 
39) p = Pitt 
40) Q, = 4vcr)A , 
then the two basic scalar simultaneous equations relating v 
and h become 
I) a2v~x 1 tl +A ah I ~XI t) - p av~x 1 t) = - [B(t) + C(t)] 
ax2 ax at 
a2h'~x 1 tl + A av~x 1 tl 
- Q. aht ~XI t) = 0 
ax2 ax at • II) 
Notice that A, P, and Q, are constants while B and C may vary 
with time. Both B and C are positive te~e since aplaz is 
negative. 
III. UNITS AND DIMENSIONS 
As has been stated previously, all electrical and 
magnetic quantities will be measured in the absolute electro-
magnetic system of units. 
All quantities other than electrical and magnetic ones 
are to be measured in the cgs system of unite. 
The various units to be used and their corresponding 
23 . 
dimensions are listed below: 
}! permeability 
H oersteds 
J abamperes/cm2 
a (abohm-om)-l 
A = jtH J a/'1. I cm-1 
B = 1/~ ap/az crm-1sec-1 
C = fll't JxH cm-1 seo-l 
:P • Pitt seo/om2 
Q, = 41raf" seo/cm2 
v em/sec 
h' em/sec 
av/ax seo-1 
ah•/ax seo-1 
a2v/ax2 cm-1seo-1 
a2h•/ax2 an-1see-1 
:P av/at am-1seo-1 
Q. ah•/at an-1sec-1 
A ov/ax an-1sec-1 
A ah•/ax cm-1seo-l 
[ml-lt-1] 
[ml-3] 
~] [;it mi it t 1] 
(ftf m i it t 1] 
l}t-ll-2t] 
[1-1] 
[ l-1t-1] 
[1-1t-~ 
[1-2t] 
[1 ~ 2t] 
[1 t -1] 
[lt-1] 
[ t-1] 
[ t-1] 
[1-lt-1] 
[1-lt-1] 
[1-lt-1] 
[1-lt-1] 
[1-lt-1] 
[1-lt-1] 
It is easily seen that each term of equation I) and II) 
has the same dimensions [1-1t-1] so that dimensionally the 
equations are correct • 
• 
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CHAPTER III 
STEADY STATE SOLUTIONS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
I. STEADY STATE SOLUTIONS FOR CONSTAl""fr DRIVING TERMS 
Suppose that the mechanical and electromagnetic pres-
sure gradients applied to the conducting incompressible 
liquid are constant in space and time. After a sufficiently 
long period of time, a steady state of flow will develop and 
then 
1) ov/ot = oh'/ot = o. 
Equations I) and II) thus reduce to the equations 
2) d2v(x)/dx2 +A dh'(x)/dx = -(B+C) and 
3) d~'(x)/dx2 +A dv(x)/dx = o. 
The symbols v(x) and h'(x) represent the steady state 
velocity and "reduced" induced magnetic field for the case of 
constant driving ter.ms Band c. Both v(x) and h'(x) are 
really z component t erms. These equations are to be solved 
subject to the boundary conditions 
4) v(a) = v(-a) = 0 and 
+a 5) h '(+a) =-A J- v(x) dx • 
- 0 
The latter boundary conditions on h' are determined as 
follows: Maxwell 1 s equations and Ohm's law require that the 
induced magnetic field due to motional induction be given by 
the vector relation 
6) Curl h = curl(4~ h') = 471"~ = 47r<1JA v (x) X H 
Because v (x) has only a z component here and H exists 
- . only in the x direction, the induced current density J. Wlll 
l. 
have only a y component. This means that only the y com-
-ponent of Curl h is non-zero, leading to the simplification 
_... 
7) Curl h(x) = curl 47r J7itl h 1 (x) = -47r J7iii dh' (x)/dx j 
By substitution one then obtains 
8) dh ' (x)/dx = - <1JA H/ Jcrrl v(x) = -Av(x), 
and the conditions of equation 5) follow by integrating the 
above expression with respect to x from x = 0 to x =±a, 
making use of the symmetry requirement that the induced mag-
netic field must vanish when x = o. Notice that sime 
v(±a) = 0 , the boundary conditions on h' could also be given 
in the form dh'(±a)/dx = o. 
Solving equations 2) and 3) yields a general solution 
9) 
10) 
26. 
Imposing the velocity and magnetic field boundary con-
ditions yields the relationships 
2 
= -(B+C)/2A cosh Aa 
The final solutions are then 
12) v(x) = [ CB+C)/A2cosh Aa] (cosh Aa- cosh Ax) 
13) h'(x) =[ (B+C)/A2cosh Aa] (sinh Ax- Ax cosh Aa). 
It is interesting to note that these solutions are 
identical with Hartmann's approximate solutions for a finite 
width channel having a short circuit between the conductors 
at they boundary walls. Hartmann's solutions are all 
approxbnate since he has in effect solved a two dimensional 
problem in ter.ms of one dimensional equations. It will be 
shown in a later chapter that the exact solution for finite 
channels must be a two dimensional solution involving four 
sbnul taneous equations and fo '.lr unknown variables. 
Hartmann's approximate one dimensional solutions for 
rectangular channels of large aspect ratio may be obtained 
from equations 2), 3), 4) and the arbitrary boundary condi-
tion that h'(±a)= o. These solutions would be exact for the 
case of fictitious fluids which could flow unaffected by 
y boundary walls which are perfectly conducting. 
As the homogeneous magnetic field H approaches zero, 
the coupling parameter A also approaches zero, and one can 
27. 
find the limiting values of v(x) and h 1 (x) as A~O to be 
14) lim v(x) = [<B+C)/2 ] (a2 - x 2) and 
A--+- 0 
15) lim h 1 (x) = 
A~O 
lim h(x) = o. 
A -+ 0 
Thus the solutions reduce to the correct value for an 
infinite sheet of fluid flowing between plane boundary walls. 
It is obvious that the velocity will always be an even 
function of x while the induced magnetic field will always be 
an odd function of x. In the next chapter there will be ceca-
sion to expand these two functions in Fourier series and, of 
course, v(x) will be expanded in a cosine series while h 1 (x) 
will require a sine series expansion. 
The solutions given by equations 8) and 9) may be 
written in another form in order to bring out an important 
feature: 
= B+C [cosh Aa- cosh Aa i]- + ~ [cosh Aa-cosh Aa ~] 
l6) v(x) ~[ cosh Aa - (B C)A [ Aa cosh Aa 
28. 
, B+C [sinh Aa~-Aa~ cosh Aa] a [sinh Aa~-Aa~ cosh Aa] . 
l7) h(x) = ~ cosh Aa =(B+C)A Aa cosh Aa 
It can be seen from these equations that both v(x) and 
h ' (x) vary linearly with the ratio a/A but vary in some tran-
scendental fashion with Aa. Fig. 2 gives a plot of velocity 
and induced magnetic field distributions in terms of the para-
meter Aa. The Ehape of the curves is determined wholly by the 
dimensionless quantity Aa which has been designated by the 
29 . 
X/ a 
) I . 1- I ~ I ;T . l!.!..· . 'j . 
' . . . .· . . •• I II : .I J_ I + l- f; ' . 'I: ;! . .. . l.X. 
, 
1 2 letter M by Shercliff and Murgatroyd. The square of this 
parameter will be shown to be the ratio of the electromagnetic 
force to the viscous force per unit volume of thB conducting 
liquid, an important fact which Lehnert overlooked in his 
excellent dimensional analysis. 3 
In Fig. 2 the flattening of the velocity distribution 
curve for Aa = 10 is due to the retarding action of a strong 
magnetic field, which acts to oppose the faster moving fluid 
layers more than the slower moving layers and hence tends to 
equalize the central velocities. 
II. STEADY STATE SOLUTIONS FOR TIME DEPENDENT DRIVING TERMS 
If the driving functions B and/or C depend on time in 
such a way that they may be expressed by a Fourier series, one 
must first solve equations I) and II) with (B+C) equal to a 
. 1 t i tOJc t s~ng e enn zke • Here ~ is complex and Wk is a real 
radial frequency, that is, w k = 211"k/T where k is an integer 
and T is the period. Then, since (B+C) may be expressed as a 
.30. 
summation of exponential terms, the solution is the correspond-
ing sum of the solutions for the various frequency ter.ms. 
If the fluid is being driven by a pure harmonic pre~­
sure gradient of a single frequency, after a 
1J.A. Shercliff, Proc.Camb.Phil.Soc. 49(1), 136 (1953). 
2 
W. Murgatroyd, Phil. Ma g . 44, 1348 (1953). 
3 B. Lehnert, Ark. Fys. 5, 69 (1952). 
sufficiently long period of time has elapsed both the velocity 
and the induced magnetic field will vary with the same fre-
quency. Thus one must assume steady state solutions of the 
form 
where Nk(x,wk) and Uk(x,wk) are functions to be determined 
in the solution. If, then, (B+C) is an arbitrary periodic 
function of time that can be expressed by the Fourier series 
the steady state solutions became simply 
On the other hand, if (B+C) ie nonperiodic and can be 
expressed by a Fourier integral, e.g., 
23) 
00 iwt (B+C) = J g(w)e dw where 
..t:X) 
00 
24) g(w) = l/2rr I (B+C) e-iwtdt, 
..t:X) 
then the steady state solutions would be 
25) 
00 i Wt 
= I .N(x,w)g(w)e dw 
..t:X) 
26) 
27) 
28) 
00 . t I J.W h (x,t) = f M(x,w ) g(w)e dw. 
s J.X) 
Consider, then the simultaneous differential equations 
a2v/ox2 + A oh'/ox - P 
a2h'/ox2 + A ov/ox - ~ 
ov/ot = -z eiwkt 
k 
oh'/ot = o. 
If one substitutes the values of v and h 1 given by 18) 
and 19) into 27) and 28), the resulting equations are 
29) d2N~dx2 + A dM~dx- iwkPNk = -1 and 
30) dvdx2 + A dN~dx- wk~ = o. 
Equations 29) and 30) correspond to the well known simul-
taneous equations that occur in the theory of small oscilla-
4 tions of coupled systems. The time variable of these equa-
tions is replaced here by the space variable x, and the 
initial conditions are replaced by boundary conditions. The 
method of solution is identical for the two systems although 
the nature of the solutions is different. 
When k is negative in equations 29) and 30) , they become 
31) d2N_J!dx2 + A dM_k/dx + ~ P N_k = -1 and 
32) d2M_~dx2 + A dN_~dx + U»k ~ M_k = O. 
4s. Timoshenko and D. H. Young, Advanced pynamics 
(McGraw Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1948) pp. 279-87. 
32. 
Changing the sign of k is equivalent to taking a driv-
. t 
ing function (B+C) which is the complex conjugate of zke1Wk . 
That is, 
33) 
where the bar indicates the complex conjugate. The -n6ta-
ti~ for the complex Fourier amplitude coefficient a s made up 
of the real Fourier amplitude coefficients is taken as 
The solutions of equations 31) and 32) will be identical 
to the solutions for equations 29) and 30) except for the 
algebraic sign of the imaginary 1, and as a matter of fac t 
it will turn out that 
Before proceeding with the solutions for equations 29) 
and 30), it should be observed that fork= 0 and, hence, 
for wk = O, equations 18) and 19) give the solutions to 
these zero frequency equations as 
37) lim v8 (x,t,wk) = N0 (x,O) z0 and wK~o 
38) lim h~(x,t,wk) = M0 (x,O) Z 0 • 
wl<~o 
However, when wk = o, the original differential equations 27) 
and 28) become, for steady state conditions, just equations 
2) and 3) with z0 replacing the constant terms (B+C). The 
solutions to these equations are given by equations 16) and 
v(x)z0 h'(x)z0 17) with z0 replacing~+C), that is, by B+C and B+C • 
Since these solutions must be identical with the solutions 
given by equations 37) and 38), the result is that 
39) N0 (x,O) = ;~~) and 
34. 
z0 has the same dimensions as (B+C), vtz., [z0] =f l-lt-1), 
while N0 andM0 have the dimensions of a/A, viz., [NJ =[MJ =[ l 2), 
so that z0N0 and zOM0 have the dimensions of a velocity. 
Equations 29) and 30) can be solTed by assuming an 
exponential form of solution (always a proper assumption for 
linear, ordinary differential equations). 
Consider the homogeneous equations corresponding to 
equations 29) and 30) and assume as a solution to these equa-
tions the functions 
41) Nk{x,wk) = cjerjx 
42) Mk(x,~) = djerjx 
When these functions are substituted into the homogeneous 
counterparts of equations 29) and 30), the result is 
43) [rj 2- i~l?J cj + A rjdj = 0 and 
44) A rjcj + [rj 2- i~Q,] dj = o. 
In order that non-trivial solutions of these equations 
exist, it is necessa~ that the determinant of the coeffi-
ciente of cj and dj vanish. This yields the characteristic 
equation of the homogeneous system: 
If rj eatisfies this equation, the coefficients dj can be 
expressed in terms of the cj•s. 
Equation 4;) can be solved for the four roots r 1 , r 2 , 
r 3, and r 4 • One firet solves for rj
2 by means of the quad-
ratio formula which involves taking the square root of a 
complex number: 
46) rj 2= ~ [A2 z. JU] + 1 ~ [W{P+Q,) z. JW] where 
I 
47) JU = [ ~{A 4 -w/ (P-Q.) 2} + ~{ [A 4 - t.t~/ (P"Q.) 2 y + 4A \ uk 2 (P+Q.) 2j J 
48) .JW' = t~fA4-~ 2(P-Q.) 2}+ ~{[A4-w/(P-Q.) 2] 2 + 4A4w/tJ>+Q.) 2!] 
Notice that rj 2 is a complex number, so that to find 
all four values of rj, one must again take the square root 
of a complex number. The final result is: 
I I 
49) r 1 = -r2 = ~ [ A2+ JU + { (A2+ ./U)2 + [wk(P+Q.)+ .JWJrr 
+ i ~ [-A2- JU + { (A2+ .Jii') 2 + r~(P+Q.)+ .rwJf]Z 
70) r3 = -r4 = ~ [ A2- JU + { (A2- .Jii') 2 + r~(P+Q.)- R J 2tY 
+ i ! t A2+ JU + { (A2- .JU)2 + [Wk(P+Q.)- .fWJt]f" 
35. 
Either equation · 43) or 44) gives the relationship 
between the d 'a j and the cj's for each rj. By making use of 
the fact that r 2 = -r1 and r 4 = -r3' one obtains 
2 
51) dl = -cl (rl. - i UV) = ""ClFl Arl 
52) d2 = -c2 
(r2
2
- i5tP) 
= 0~1 Ar2 
2 
53) d3 = -c3 
(r3 - i~P) 
= -c3F3 Ar3 
2 
54) d = -c (r4 - i £lk:P) 
c4F3 4 4 Ar4 = • 
Since there are four values for rj, one takes as a most 
general solution of the homogeneous equations corresponding 
to equations 29) and 30) a superposition of the exponentials 
given by equations 41) and 42): 
55) 
To these homogeneous solutions must be added the parti-
cular integral corresponding to the term -1 of equation 29). 
By inspection, it is seen that this term must be the constant 
-i/wkP, which must then be added to the right hand member of 
equation 55) in·order to get the complete general solutions 
to the simultaneous equations 29) and 30). 
The next step is to make use of the four boundary 
3o . 
conditions for the velocity and induced magnetic field in 
order to determine the values of the arbitrary constants c1 
through c~. These conditions are 
57) Nk (:t,a,wk) = 0 and 
± a 
58) ~(:t,a,wk)/dx = i wkQ, I 11c(x)dx . 
Equation 57) follows immediately from the fact that the 
fluid velocity must vanish at the boundary walls. The bound-
ary conditions for the variable hs(x,t,wk)' and thus the con-
ditions on Mk' are deter.mined as follows: 
For time dependent fluid motion, the induced current 
density is due to two causes: 
_. ..... 
a) The motionally induced electric field,JA (v x H) . 
b) The time varying magnetic field induced electric field. 
From Maxwell 's equation, 
59) 
60) 
61) 
62) 
- -Curl h(x,t) = ~~J(x,t), one obtains 
, ~ ~ 
ah(x,t)/axJ = - (1/ JCrij ) J(x,t). 
From the equation 
..... -Curl ~ = - p ah/at one gets 
I a~(x,t)/ax = -p ah/at = -p. ~~ .JCiii ah(x,t)/at. 
Integrating the above equation partially with respect to 
x yields 
63) ~(x,t) X I = -~~).1. ..rar; I (ah(s,t)/at)ds + B(t) 
Since the electric field Eh(x,t) must vanish when 
ah•/at vanishes, the a rbitrary function of time B(t) must be 
37. 
zero. Keep in mind that h 1 is a z component ter.m while Eh is 
a y component term. 
Using Ohm's law, one obtains for the current density 
-Substituting the above expression for J into equation 60) 
gives 
X 
65) ah' (x,t)/ax = -A v(x,t) + Q, f (oh' (s,t)/at)ds . 
The function h 1 (s,t) is an odd function ins, its inte-
gral will be an even function in s and hence will have the 
same value when s = x = ±a· Thus one gets 
+a 
66) oh'(+a,t)/ax = Q, I (ah•(s,t)/at)ds. 
The boundary condition on Mk given by equation58) follows at 
once from equations 19) and 66). 
Using boundary conditions 57) and 58) yields the equa-
tions 
- r 1a r 1a -r3a r3a i/WkP c e + c 2e + c3e + c4e = 1 
67) 
F G r1a 
cl 1 le 
-r1a + c 2F1 G1 e + c JF 3a3e 
r3a + c4F3G3e 
-r3a 
= 
-r a r 1 a -r a r a c1F1G1 e 1 + c2F1G1e + c3F3G3e 3 + c4F3G3e 3 = 
0 
0 
38. 
The new f unctions G1 and G3 are defined by the following 
relationships: 
Solving the set of equations 67) yields 
70) cl = c2 = -(i/2fAkP) 
F3G 3 
(FlGl - F3G3) cosh r 1a 
71) c3 = c4 = (i/2~P) 
FlGl 
(FlGl - F3G3) cosh r 3a 
The particular solutions of equations 29) and 30) satis-
fying the boundary conditions of equations 57) and 58) are 
simply written as: 
Observe that the r 1 s, c 1 s and F 1 s of these solution 
equations are complex. Notice also that c1 and c 3 are sym-
metric in the complex variables r 1 , r 3 , F1 , F3
, G1 , and G3
• 
The solutions for equations 31) and 32) follow bnmedi-
ately from the above solutions of equations 29) and 30). The 
complex conjugates of the r•s, F •s , and G•s are now involved. 
39· 
4o-
If, in the simultaneous equations of 67) , one takes the 
complex conjugate of each of the complex ter.ms, viz., r 1 ,r3,F1 , 
F3 , G1 , G3, and i / WkP' the solution for the c's becomes the 
complex conjugate of the solutiomgiven by equatio~e 70) and .7l). 
As a final result, it is inevitable that 
= Nk(x, wK) 
7 ) ) M_k{x,~) = -c1i 1 (erlx -r3x e ) 
According to equations 21) and 22), when the driving 
functions (B+C) are expressible in the complex form of a 
Fourier series, the solutions for the steady state velocity 
and reduced magnetic field become 
00 i t 00 • 
Ts{x,t , wK) = Z N z e Wk = Z (N z e~kt + N z e-~t) k=~ k k k=O k k k k 
77) 
co . t 00 h~(x,t,~) =k=~~zke~ sk~O (~~eiU\:t + Mkzke-iUict). 
00 • t 
As is well known, the complex Fourier series Z zke~Wk 
00 k=~ 
be expressed in the real fo~~ ( ~KcosWkt + « sinUkt) 
k-0 k 
may 
where the relationship between o<k' .f3 k and zk is given by 
equations 34) and 35). 
Very often it is more convenient to express the function 
(B+C) in the real for.m rather than in the complex form of 
Fourier series. Because of this it is worth while to derive 
the solutions for the velocity and induced magnetic field in 
terms of the real expansion coefficients and the trigonometric 
functions. 
The easiest way to derive the real form of the solutions 
is to transform equations 76) and 77), making use of equa-
tions 34) and 35), Eulerrs identity for the complex expo~ 
nential, and the separation of the complex functions Nk and 
Mk into real and imaginary components as given below: 
The results of these substitutions are the equations 
00 
80) v5 (x,t,wk) =k~O~k [Re Nkcoswkt- Im Nksinu>:tct ] 
+ o<k [ Im Nkcoswk t + Re Nksin~t] and 
00 
8'1) h~(x,t,wk) =k~O~k [Re ~coswkt- Im 11csin~t] 
+ o<k [rm ~coswkt + Re ~sin~t] 
= vs [Nk ~ ~] • 
Looking closely at these solutions, one finds, for 
example, that if the driving function is simply 
(B+C) = o< ksinto.kt, the solution is then 
82) vs(x,t, t.ok) = o<k [Re Nksin«kt + Im Nkcosll1rt ] 
83) h~(x,t,Wk) :: o(' k [Re MJcSi~t + Im ~COSUfct] • 
Notice that if Im Nk and Im Mk are not zero, then there 
will be a certain phase lag between the time variation of 
vs(x,t,Wk) and h~(x,t,~) a~d the driving pressure gradients. 
This can be expected from physical considerations. 
If ? represent s the phase lag between the time varia-
tion of the velocity and the driving ter.ms, then 
th - 1 -Im Nk 
84) r = tan Re N; • 
A similar equation may be written for the phase lag 
between the induced magnetic field and the driving terms. 
The steady state velocity itself may be written in a more 
compact form than that given in 2): 
Here fvl is the amplitude of the velocity oscillation which 
is given by the equation 
I 
86) lvl =o<K[(Re Nk) 2 + (Im Nk) 2]z. 
Again there are analogous equations for the induced magnetic 
field. 
By integrating the steady state velocity given by equa-
tion 85) with respect to time, one obtains the steady state 
liquid displacement sJ x,t ,Uk): 
87 ) ss(x,t,Wk ) = lv l/wk sin(Wkt - 9) where 
88) e = ~ + 90 degrees. 
If lvl does not increase with increasing wk' then equa-
tion 87) guarantees a smaller and smaller displacement ampli-
tude as the frequency wk increases. It will be shown later 
that lvl itself decreases with increasing frequency. 
In order to make use of equations 80) through 88), it 
is necessary that one be able to evaluate the real functions 
Re Nk, Im Nk , Re ~' and Im ~ . The proper expressions for 
these functions are found from equations 72) and 73) by 
separating the r•s, F 1s, and c's into their real and imagin-
ary parts: 
89) Re NK(x, wk) = 2 [Re c1cos (Im r1)x cosh (Re r 1 )x 
- Im c1sin (Im r 1)x sinh (Re r1)x 
+ Re c3cos (Im r 3)x cosh (Re r 3)x 
- Im c3sin (Im r 3)x sinh (Re r 3)x] 
90) Im Nk(x,wk) = 2 [ Im c1 cos(Im r 1 )x cosh(Re r 1 )x 
+ Re., c1sin(Im r 1 )x sinh(Re r1 )x 
+ Im c3cos(Im r3)x cosh(Re r 3)x 
+ Re c3sin(Im r 3)x sinh(Re r 3)x] -
91) Re Mk(x ,wk) = 2 [ Im(c1F1 )sin(Im r 1)x cosh(Re r1 )x 
~ Re(c1F1 )cos(Im r1 )x sinh(Re r 1 )x 
+ lm(c3F3)sin(Im r 3)x coah(Re r 3)x 
1 
wkp 
.;. Re(c 3F3)cos(Im r 3)x sinh(Re r 3)x] . 
43 . 
92) Im 1\:(x,wk) = -2 (Re(c1F1 )sin(Im r 1 )x cosh(Re r 1 )x 
+ Im(c1F1 )cos(Im r 1 )x sinh(Re r 1 )x 
+ Re(c 3F3)sin(Im r 3)x cosh(Re r 3)x 
+ Im(c3F3)cos(Im r 3)x sinh(Re r 3)x J . 
It is seen at once that both Re Nk and Im Nk are even 
functions in x while Re Mk and Im Mk are odd functions in x. 
In order to evaluate the above expressions, one must be 
able t to evaluate the real and imaginary parts of r 1 , r 3 , F1 , 
F3, c1F1 , c 3F3, c1 and c3 • The real and imaginary parts of 
r 1 and r 3 have already been listed in equations 49) and 50). 
The real and imaginary values of the F's are given in tenns 
of the r•s by the equations 
t[Re Im r1w:0' (Im rl)2] 93) Fl = r (Re r 1 ) 2 + 
l[rm Re r1wkP (Im rl)2] + i r 2 (Re rl) + 
i[Re Im r~~P (Im r3)2] 94) F3 = r3 - (Re r3)2 + 
+ i t[rm Re r 3wkP r3) ~ r3 - r )2 + . (Re (Im 3 
The real and imaginary parts of the product tenns c1F1 
and c3F3 are given by the expressions: 
44 . 
95) Re (clFl) = Re cl Re F1 Im cl Im F1 
96) Im (clFl) = Re cl Im F1 + Im cl Re F1 
97) Re (c3F3) = Re c3 Re F3 - Im c3 Im F3 
98) Im (c 3F 3) = Re c3 Im F3 + Im c3 Re F3 • 
In evaluating the real and imaginary parts of c1 and c 3, 
it will be necessary to have expressions for the real and 
imaginary parts of G1 and G3
: 
99) G = [Re rl - (Re Im r 1 t.U.k:Q. r1)Z] 1 r 1 )2 + (Im 
+ i[ Im rl - (Re Re r 1 U>kQ. J rl)2 + (Im rl)2 
100) G3 = r -3 
The equations for the c's will also contain the follow-
ing intermediate expressions involving the r 1 s, F 1 s, and G's: 
101) Re '/11 = [Re(F1 G1 ) 
- [ Im(F1 G1 ) 
102) Im t.p1 = [Re(F1G1) 
+ [ Im(F1 G1 ) 
- Re(F 3G3)] 
Im(F3G3)] 
Re(F3G3)] 
- Im(F3G3)] 
sinh Re r1a sin Im r1a 
cosh Re r 1a cos Im r 1a 
103) Re l..f/3 = [Re(F1G1) 
- [ Im(F1 G1 ) 
- Re(F3G3)] 
Im(F3G3)] 
cosh Re r 3a cos Im r 3a 
sinh Re r 3a sin Im r 3a 
104) Im ~3 = (Re(F1G1) ~ Re(F3G3)] sinh Re r 3a sin Im r 3a 
+[Im(F1G1)- Im(F3G3)J cosh Re r 3a cos Im r 3a 
105) Re(F1G1) = Re F1 Re G1 - Im F1 Im G1 
106) Im(F1G1) = Re F1 Im G1 + Im F1 Re G1 
107) Re(F3G3) = Re F3 Re G3 - Im F3 Im G3 
108) Im(F3G3) = Re F3 Im G3 + Im F3 Re G3 • 
In terms of the variables listed above, one obtains 
109) 
110) 
111) 
112) 
46. 
III. FOURIER SERIES EXPANSIONS OF THE STEADY STATE SOLUTIONS 
In the course of obtaining the complete solutions of 
differential equations I) and II) for the cases of interest, 
it will become necessary to express the steady state solu-
tions in terms of their Fourier series expansions. 
Suppose one considers first the Fourier expansion of the 
constant driving term solutions given by equations 8) and 9). 
The general shape of these functions is given in Fig. 2. 
Notice that v(x) is zero for x = -a and x = a, while 
dh 1/dx is zero for x = -a and x = a. The series expansions 
for v(x) and h 1 (x) will be 
00 
113) v(x) = ! pno cos (2n+l)rr.x/2a with 
n=O 
a 
114) Pno = 1/a f v(x) cos (2n+l) 7Tx/2a dx 
-a 
00 
115) h 1 (x) = ! ~0 sin (2n+l)7Tx/2a with n=O 
a 
116) qno = 1/a f h' (x) sin (2n+l)7TX/2a dx 
-a 
• 
When the indicated operations are carried 
following expansion coefficients are obtained 
and 
out , the 
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AND h'(x) 
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X 
The series for v(x) and h 1 (x) actually represent the 
periodic functions that are drawn in Fig. 3b) and c). 
In connection with the complete solutions of the dif-
ferential equation~ , it is found to be more convenient to use 
a different notation for the Fourier series expansions given 
above . The expansions of v(x) and h'(x) may be written as 
117) 
118) 
v(x) = ~ Pno cos n~/2a 
n odd 
h ' (x) = L q sin n~/2a • 
n odd no 
The expansion coefficients then become 
~0 
and 
Consider next the steady state solutions for vs(x,t ,Wk) 
and hs(x , t ,~) as given by equations 80) and 81). The func-
tions which must be expanded in Fourier series are Re Nk' 
Im Nk' Re ~' and Im M:k· Since Re Nk and Im Nk are even 
functions of x , they will be expanded in cosine series. 
Re Mk and Im Mk , being odd functions of x, are expanded in 
sine series. The results are 
119) 
00 
Re Nk(x,~) = ~ p~k cos(n~/2a) 
n odd 
with 
50~ 
120) P' = (2/a) sin n~/2 
nk 
{ ~ [ s1 cosh(a Re r1)cos(a Im rl) - s2sinh(a Re r1)sin(a Im r1)] 
+ R2[ s3sinh(a Re r1)sin(a Im r1) + s4cosh(a Re r1 )cos (a Im r1)] 
+ R3[T1cosh(a Re r 3)cos(a Im r3) - T2sinh(a Re r 3)sin(a Im r3)] 
. + R4[ T 3sinh(a Re r 3)sin(a Im r3) + T4cosh(a Re r 3)cos(a Im r3)]} 
and 
00 
121) Im Nk(x,"1c) = z -o" cos(n~x/2a) with 
n odd · nk 
122) p" = ( 2/a) 
nk sin n~/2 
{ ~ [ s2cosh(a Re r1)cos(a Im r1) + s1sinh(a Re r1)sin(a Im r1)] 
+ R2 [ s4sinh(a Re r 1)sin(a Im r 1) - s3cosh(a Re r1 )cos( a Im r1)] 
+ R3 [ T2cosh(a Re r 3)cos(a Im r3) + T1sinh(a Re r 3)sin(a Im r3)] 
+ R4 [ T4sinh(a Re r 3)sin(a Im r 3) - T3cosh(a Re r 3)cos(a Im r3)] 
_ 2a_L }. 
n~ "1cp 
00 
123) Re ~(x~) = z q ' 
n odd nk 
sin n~x/2a with 
124) q 1 = (2/a) 
nk sin n~/2 
{ ~ (v1sinh(a Re r1 )sin(a Im r1) - u2cosh(a Re r1 )cos(a Im r1)] 
+ R2[v3sinh(a Re r1)sin(a Im r1 ) - U4cosh(a Re r1 )m s(a Im r1)] 
+ R3[v1sinh(a Re r 3)sin(a Im r3) - v2cosh(a Re r 3)cos(a Im r3)] 
+ R4[ V 3sinh(a Re r 3)sin(a Im r3) - v4cosh(a Re r)cos(a Im r3)]} 
and 
00 
125) Im Mk(x,~) = L ~ sin n~x/2a with 
n odd 
126) qrik = -(2/a) sin n~/2 
{ R1 [u2sinh(a Re r 1 ) sin(a Im r1) + u1cosh(a Re 
+ R2 [u4sinh(a Re r 1)sin(a Im r1) + U3cosh(a Re 
+ R3[v 2sinh(a Re r 3)sin(a Im r 3) + v1cosh(a Re 
+ R4[v4sinh(a Re r 3)sin(a Im r 3) + v3cosh(a Re 
r1 )cos(a Im r1) ] 
r 1 ) cos (a Im r1)] 
r 3) cos(a Im r3)J 
r 3) cos (a Im r3)]} • 
The values of the R•s, S•s , T•s, U•s, and V1 s are given 
below: 
127) 
128) 
129) 
130) 
131) 
~ = (Re r 1 )2 + (Im r1 + n~/2a)2 
Re r 1 (Im r 1 - n~/2a) 
= Re r3(Im r3 + n~/2a) 
R3 (Re r 3)2. + (Im r 3 + n~/2a)2 
Re r 3(rm r 3 - n~/2a) 
Re c1 Im c1 
s1 = Im n~/2a Re rl r1 + 
Re c1 Imc1 132) s2 = r 1 + n~/2a + Im Re r1 
Re c1 Im cl 133) s3 = + Im r 1 - mr/2a Re rl 
Im o1 Re o1 134) 84 = Im r1 - mr/2a Re r1 
Re q3 - Im 03 135) T1 = Re r3 Im r 3 + mr/2a 
Re o3 Im 03 + 136) T = Im r 3 + n7r/2a Re r3 2 
137) T = Re o 3 + Im o 3 3 Im r 3 - n7r/2a Re r3 
Im o 3 _ Re 03 138~ T4 = 1m r 3 - n7r/2a Re r3 
Im(o1F1) 
-
Re(o1F1 ) 139) u1 = Im r1 + n7r/2a Re r1 
Re(olFl) 
+ 
Im(olFl) 140) U2 = Im r 1 + n7r/2a Re r1 
Im(o1F1) Re(o1F1) 141) u3 = Im r1 - n7r/2a Re r1 
Re(o1F1) + Im(o1F1) 142) u = Im r - n7r/2a Re r1 4 1 
143) v1 = Im( o 3F3) Im r 3 + n7r/2a 
-
Re(o 3F3) Re r 3 
144) 
145) v 3 
146) 
CHAPTER N 
THE COMPLETE SOLUTIONS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In order to solve equations I and II for all the cases 
of interest in this dissertation, one proceeds by first solv-
ing these equations when the driving function (B+C) is equal 
to a single complex exponential term. Thus consider the 
equations 
2 2 · ~-t 1) 0 v(x,t)/ox +A oh 1 (x,t)/ox- p ov(x,t)/ot = -zke~-K 
2) o2h•(x,t)/ox2 +A ov(x,t)/ox- Q oh'(x,t)/ot = o, 
subject to the following boundary and initi al conditions: 
3) v(±_a,t) = 0 
+a 
4) oh' (:±,a,t)/ox = Q. 7 (oh' (x,t)/ot) dx 
5) v(x,O) = h'(x,O) = 0 . 
Equation 4) is ·obtained in the same way that one obtains 
equation 66) III. 1 
By means of the substitutions 
6) v(x,t) = vH(x,t) + vs(x,t) 
7) h 1 (x,t) = h}/x,t) + h's(x,t) 
equations 1) and 2) became 
1 The Roman numeral following the equation number refers 
to the chapter in which t h e equation appears. 
8) o2vH/ox2 + A oh'H/ x - P ovH/ot 
= -o2v /ox2 - A oh' /ox + P ov /ot - z eUvkt s s s k 
9) o2h• /ox2 + A ov /ox - ~ oh' /ot 
= -o
2h's/ox2 - A ovs/ox + ~ oh's/ot. 
If one requires that 
10) 2 2 o vs/ox +A oh's/ox- p "W:k: t ovs/ot = -zke~ and 
11) o2h's/ox2 +A ovs/ox- ~ oh's/ot = o, 
then it follows that 
12) a2vwax2 + A oh'H/ox - p ovH/at = o and 
13) a2h'H/ax2 + A avH/ox - ~ oh'wot = 0 • 
Equations 10) and 11) are just the one dimensional steady 
state equations 27)III and 28)III. The solutions to these 
equations are given by 18)III, 19)III, 72)III, and 73)III, 
which may be written in more compact for.m as 
14) 
15) 
v s (x, t) = [2c1 cosh 
i W t 
= ~Nke k • 
h's(x,t) =[-2c1F1sinh 
. (( ).,_ t 
= z~ke~-K . 
The boundary conditions which are satisfied by vs(x,t) 
and h's(x,t) are 
54. 
16) vs(±a, t) = 0 and 
+a 
17) oh's/ax = ~ 7 (oh's(x,t)/at) dx • 
In view of this, equations 3) and 4) yield the following 
boundary conditions for vH and h'H: 
+a 
19) oh'H(±a,t)/ox = ~ 7 (oh'H(x,t)/ot) dx • 
The initial conditions for vH and h'H must be 
20) vH(x,O) = -vs(x,O) 
21) h'H(x,O) = -h's(x,O) 
22) vH(x,oo) = h 'H(x,oo) = 0 • 
One must now solve equations 12) and 13) subject to the 
boundary and initial conditions of equations 18) through 22). 
One first takes the Laplace transform on t of each term in 
equations 12) and 13) using the notation 
23) 
24) 
V' (x, s) 
H' (x, s) 
The transforms of the time derivative terms are 
25) o({avH/at}= sV•(x,s) - vH(x,O) = sV•(x,s) + vs(x,O) 
26) ~{oh'Jiot} = sH• (x,s) - h'H(x,O) = sH• (x,s) + h' s<x,O) • 
The transformed equations 12) and 13) became 
55· 
27) d2VYdx2 + A dH 1/dx - PsV' = Pvs(x,O) and 
28) d2H1/dx2 +A dV 1/dx- ~sH' = ~'s(x,O), 
while the transformed boundary conditions are 
29) 
30) 
V'(±a,s) = 0 and 
±a ±a 
oH 1 (+a,s)/ox = ~s J H1 (x,s)dx + Q. J h's(x,O)dx. 
Equations 27) and 28) can be solved by the use of 
Fourier series. It is known that v(x,t) must be an even 
function in x while h 1 (x,t) must be an odd function of x . It 
must then be true that v and V1 are even functions in x while 
h'H and H1 are odd functions in x. Furthermore, it was shown 
that the functions vs(x,O) and h 's (x, O)--which are camplex--
can be expanded in the interval [- a , a] in cosine and sine 
series involving only odd harmonics: 
31) 
32) 
00 
= zk1Tk = zk Z (p'k+ i pn11k) cos nvx/2a 
nodd n 
= 
00 
Z pnkcos n~x/2a 
n odd 
= 
00 
00 
= zk Z (qrik+ i qtik)sin n~x/2a 
n odd 
Z qnk sin nvx/2a. 
n odd 
In view of these expansions, one takes as solutions 
00 
33) V1 (x,s) = z ank(s) cos n~/2a 
n odd 
56. 
00 
34) H1 (x,s) = ~ bnk(s) sin nwx/2a. 
n odd 
Note that pnk' qnk ' ~k(s) and bnk(s) are complex coeffi-
cients. One can show by direct substitution that the solu-
tiona 33) and 34) satisfy the boundary conditions of equa-
tions 29) and 30). Substituting equations 31) through 34) 
into equations 27) and 28) yields 
35) oo [ { 2 } mr J nwx z - {~1T) + Ps ank(s) + A 2a bnk(s) - Ppnk cos 2a: _ 0 
n odd a x 
36) 
00 [ {ffi1T) 2 } n1T J . n1Tx z - l2a + Q,sJ bnk(s) - A 2a ank(s) - Q,qnk s~n 2a ::: o. 
n odd x 
Since the above expressions are identities which hold 
for all values of x, it is necessary that the bracketed terms 
vanish for all odd values of n. In this way one obtains two 
equations which may be solved for the transformed expansion 
coefficients ank(s) and bnk(s): 
Ppnk 
37) 
+ Q,s ] 
A !!!I 2a 
= Lfft(n,s) 
D n,s) 
57· 
-[\2i) 2+ la] Ppnlc 
A n• Q<ink 38) bnk(a) = - 2a = L,~~;(n , a) 
D(n, a) D(n , e) 
"llhen written out , the values or Lalc • Lbk• and D(n , a) are 
39) Lak (n , a) = - Ppnlc [(~ 2 + <.•] - A ~ "'~nlc 
Ito) ~ (n , a) = - Qqnk ((~) 2 + Pa] + A ~ .l'pnk 
41) D(n , a) = PQ a2+ (~) 2 (i'+Q)e + (~~) 2 [(*)2+ A2 ) 
= (e - a1)(a- a2) where 
.. 2) 
-(* )2(r-+Q) ! [(* ) 4(P+Q)2-
!he solutions of the Laplace tranafor.ned equations ~ey 
be written ea 
.. 3) V•(x, s) = '; L~(n, e) 
n odd Dn,a) COB !I"X/2& and 
1+4) H•(x, e) = '; ~(n, a) 
n odd D n, a) a1n nnc/2& • 
lie.x.t one must take the inTeree Laplace tranatorm to get 
v8(x,t) and h ' H(x , t) . me functions v• and H' are each that 
one may use the Cau'hy rae1due theorem to obtain the ree i-
duea of V• and H' at the polo• a = s1 and a = e2 • Tho 
The results are 
58 · 
1 
lt5) 
It(>) 
eoa n-:rx 2a 
Here ~ io an arbitrary constant to be determined by the 
initial conditione . Since both e1 and e 2 h~vo negative real 
parte, 1t h evident that both vH(x ,oo) and h'H(x ,oo} van1Bh as 
required by equation 22} . The boundary conditione of equa-
tion• 18} and 19) are also eatiefied. Th initial conditions 
of equatione 20) and 21} will be eatio!iod if o~e chooses 
lt7) o( • 1/PQ . 
Because the solutions were obtained fonaally without 
testing ~any of the limiting proceseee inherent in the use of 
the Laplace transform, it is naoeesary that one verify tho 
aolutlone given by equations lt5) , It(>), and 47) by direct aub-
otitution in tho differential equations 12) and 13). When 
this ie dono, it 1e found that these ooluticns do aathfy the 
differential equations aa required . 
~he final solution for t~e differential equations l} 
and 2) for the caae of a eingle frequency , co:plex exponen-
tial driving function is then given by equations 6) and 7} : 
v(x , t) = 
v1 (x , t) + """ coe 2a 
59 . 
49) h•(x, t) " 
1 h 05 (x , t) + PQ 
The complete eolutione or the equations of ~otion !or a 
oonetant dri~ing !unction can be obtained from the eolutions 
above oicply by replacing the expansion coefficients pnk and 
~ by the coefficient• pno and ~0 in the eJCPressione !or 
Lak(n , e1}, L&k(n ,e2) , ~k(n,e1 } and ~k(n , e 2) . ot course , 
the eteady state expreeeions T8 (x,t} and h• 8 (x , t} in equa-
tione 48} and 49) abOVe became T(X} and h 0(X). rho TalUOB Of 
a1 Md e2 remain unchn.nsed . 
The next case to be coneidered will be that of a perio~ic 
driTing fUnction which ie 8J<Preeeed aa an infinite e~ation 
ot complex exponential t erme aa toll owe : 
5'0) (J>+C) 
The solution will then be modified u to1lon: 
Bquatione 31) and 32) becaoe 
3la) 
)2.a) h ' 
8 
(x , O) 
co 
" l: "Jccik (X '"'k} 
k:..OO 
co 00 
" l: [ .l: p coe n"X/2a ) 
n odd '< :-"'> nk 
00 "" 00 
• l: ~k(x,Wk) • l: [ .l: qnk ein nwx/2a) , 
k:..oo n odd k=...O 
where tl:e pnlc'• and qnk' • are the cccplex expansion coeff'i-
ciente of the function• ~k and z~k · That ie , tor each 
Fourier component of (B+C) , labelled with a giTen value of K, 
C>(). 
one baa expansions in odd harmonica in oin rrrx/2a and coo 
nm</2a. . In 1i ew o! oqll&t1one 3le.) and 32a) one to.kee ae 
eolutiono 
33&) v• (x , o) = t' [ t' a.:lk(el ] cos norx/2a e.nd 
n odd k=...oo 
Substituting equation& 3la) trrou~ 34&) into equations 
27 ) a.nd 28) gi vea 
"' 0 
• 
Solving the above eqwationo for ank(o) L•d bnk(e) yield& 
the oot of equations 37) through 42) ao before. 
The eolutione or the Laplace trane!ormed equations may 
thon be written as 
43&) V•(x,o) = I I coo "" L oo L (n,s) ] 
n ode! z-» Mn,a) n'I"X/2a and 
44&) li' (x, o) - ~ ~ -o oin '! L ": T. tn,a)] 
- n odd =-o D n, o) n>rx/2a • 
As before , the inveree Laplace trone!orm io ueed to ob-
tain vH(x , t) and h 'H(x, t) in ths fonn 
61. 
=oc C: f '; [Lals:<•l>e"1t-
n odd l~c•..,. •1 -
= o<'C: f '; [51<<•1>e"1 t_ 
n oclcl lka..OO 8 1 -
Tho boundary conditions or equations 18) , 19), and 22) 
ara eatietied ~ the aboYe aqQ&tiona , and the initial condi-
tione or equations 20) and 21) will be eatietiacl i! one takee 
4?a) ol. ' = 1/P~ • 
o2. 
The above eolutlone may be verified by clireot substi tu-
tion in the cli!ferantial equations 12) and 13). Tne caoplete 
aolutions of the equation• of motion for tho caae or a periodic 
dr1V1ng function which m~ bt expressed ~ a 1our1er aeries 
ia then giTen by equation• 6) and 7) where the Cunctione 
Ts{x,t) and h ' s{x, t) are g1Ten ~equations 2l)III and 22)III 
while the f unc tions vH(x,t) and h 'H(x , t) are given by equa-
tions 45a) through 47a) above . 
CHAPTER V 
_lj>PLICATIO!IS 0? THE rl!EORY TO SOJa MAGNJ:TOHYDRODYN.Al!IC 
SYST315 
In order to illustrate the theory already developed and 
to emphneize the salient features of time dependent magneto-
bydrodyna~ic channel flow , a number of practical ~~renples 
were worked out . Because of the wide availability of liquid 
mercury in the laboratory, all of the computations were mado 
for thie fluid . In the course of solvi ng these problema, ono 
ie lod to formulate some new physical concepte euch as "tran-
eient t1me11 and "transient dietanee . These terms will be 
explained shortly . 
I . OJIIDIR!!CTIONAL FLOW OF LI~UID ILERCURY 
Consider the problem of the acceleration fran rest of a 
eheet of liquid mercury "hich is much wider and longer than 
it ie thick . Aeeume that the mechanical pressur e gr adient 
ie ze:o, eo that the driving tenn B is zero. If the mercury 
ie bei ng moved under the cacbined action of a constant hooo-
geneous magnetic f iel d of etrength H oersteds acting in the 
x direction ~~d a constant externally i~presaed current 
density J abamperee/cm2 flowing in the negat ive y direc tion , 
then the fluid will move in the positive z direction . ?ig . ~ 
illus trates the geometry or the fluid . 
The parameters of the phys i cal eystem were taken to be 
X H 
I 
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FIG 4 FINITE SHEET OF MERCURY 
o~. 
the following: 
~oreury hal! thl:knoaa 
II 
II 
" 
" 
Tiacoslty 
conductivi t y 
pe:maeablli ty 
density 
Current donal ty 
~echanlcal driTin& fn . 
l!:xternal mag. field 
Coupl ins parameter 
~-~ drlTing function 
Reciprocal Telocity 
dit'uoiTity 
Reciprocal m~etic 
field di f fuoivity 
a ~ 0·050000 em 
'l ~ 0.015500 po1oea 
o = 1 .0500 x 10-5 abohm- cm- 1 
)" = 1 .0000 
f = 13 . 550 !]Q/cm3 
J " 0 .10000 ab...,p/cm 2 
B • 0 cm-1 oec-1 
H = 7 ,700.0 , 7?o.oo oersteds 
A ~ 200.00 , 20 .ooo , cm- 1 
c : 49,600, ~.96o.o co-1 aec-1 
? : 87~·19 c=-2 aec 
~ = 1 . 3195 X 10-~ cm-2 IIC 
llotlce that two differen t values or magnetic field were 
considered. The magnetic f ields of 7,700 and 770 oersteds 
will be referred to ~rbitrarily aa strong and weak magnetic 
fields , respectively . 
The firat atop in the solution or the problea wae to 
fin~ the ataa~ state ool~tiona tor each of the two m~etic 
!iel~a . Thole were easily ~ound by subot1tuting the appropri-
ate Taluea o! the par&l!letera in equation a 8) III and 9) HI. 
Value• of v(x) and h ' (x) were computed tor x • 0 , .ol , .o2, 
.03 , . o~ •. o~5. and ·05 = · The reoulta are tabulated in 
Tables I nnd I I and ahown graphically aa the curves farthest 
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to the right i n 7iga . 5 and 6 , i .e ., the curvee corresponding 
tot=oo . 
The second step i n the solution woo to expand the oteady 
atate aoluti ona in Jourler aeries and th~• compate the coef-
!iciente Pno and qno &I given by equations ll?1Ili and 
llo III . ~e computeo &a =-ny coefficient• eo ere required 
to give the desi red deer•• o! approximation to tho exact 
veluee yi elded by the anal ytical calculation• o! the first 
etep . In tho case ot tho strong magnet ic field , ten te rma 
wore computed !or the seriee approximation while in tho 
other cue only four term• were ccmpu.t ed. 
H # ? , 700 .0 oeretede (A 
" 
200.00, Aa = 10.000) 
1) v(x) ;r 
1 . 51+08 n - o .43064 3n • 0·19530 cos 511'>: cos 
'2i eoa - 2a 2a 
- 0 .10210 cos ~ • 0 ·056503 COB~ - o.o360l2 llli'X cos - 2& 
• o .o23491 cos 1~ - o.ol6065 cos 1t" 
• 0.011422 COB l~: - O.oal)8?1t COB ~ 
t>6 . 
2) h'(x) =' 
-9 -8o89 a in "" 2a • 0 .91383 sin )TX 2a - 0-24865 sin 5'~ 
+0-092860 Bin ~ 0 ·0'+1382 ein '1& + o .o2o81t3 s i n ll11"X 2& 
-0.011504 ain lJ"X • 2a 0.0068182 ain 1~:" 
-0.0042775 ain l?n. 0 • 0028101> a in 1 L"?! 2a • • 
H: 770-00 oeroteda (A : 20 .000, Aa : 1.0000) 
3) v(x) =- it . 5531 coa ~ 0 . 2267? 001 )"X 2a 2a 
+0.050371t ooa Sn -2a 0 -018502 001 2¥. 
4} h' (x} -
- 2.8987 ain ~ • o .o48121t a in .l!:l> 
:a 
- 0 .0064135 ain 5* + 0 -0016827 ain z;~ 
Tableo I and II ohow tho comparison between the analyt-
ically computed valueo for v and h ' and the aoriea oomputa-
tlone . The average error over the range ot value• tor x ia 
leu than 1 per cent, wl th maxl.m\110 errors in the bound&ry 
rejflon (x = . 01>5 em} of about 2 per cent. 
Aaouming that the oeriea of equationo l} through It} 
represented the steady etate oolutions to the required degree 
or aoouracy , t he next atop waa to oomputa the valueo of the 
funotiona e1 , s 2, La and Lb aa required !or the complete 
aolution . 
Because one La conoarnod primarily with the liquid 
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velocity and not the induced magnetic field, ~Alues Cor 
v(x,t) alone were e~puted ~or Clvo dlC!orent values o! t~e 
rangina rr~ 0.001 &econd to 1 aecond ror the two cases of 
stronP and week magnetic fields. Tho results are tabulated 
ln Table III and plotted in ilga. 5 and 6. :;ouce how the 
velocity distribution develope Crom the boundary wells toward 
the center of the liquid. 
'llhen solving time dependent probllfto or thie eort, it is 
neeoooary thot one be able to deteroine an ~pper l1mit for 
the useful ranqe of time values. To thie end, and tor 
reaoone of practical eaoputatlon, it io desirable to develop 
a almpllfled approx1:cate solution tor the time depende~t 
velocity. 
Conaider firet the exact expreoaion for tho time depend-
ent velocity for tho ease or a eonotant driving function: 
5) v(x , t) • 
6) 
7) 
n,. 
A Ta ~qno 
R1TX 
coe ~ 
Eqa~tion 7) above 1o identical with o1u~tion 42)rl except 
that tho r~dleal has boon rewritten in a different form. 
A otudy or the values of s1 and a2 Ro given by equa-
tion 7) shows th!lt s 2 ie a much larger nop;ative nu:nber than 
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TABL!: I 
COIIT A.RISO!i 8 . ti3Bli £1!3 A.'fALYrlCAL CALCULAT !OilS JJ1D Tla 
POaRIER S:RIES AP?ROX~IOHS POR Y(x) IN A ~URY SH!ST 
STRONG llAGNET IC V ll:LD 
II • 7 ,700 oer., A& = 10, A= 200 cm·l, a = .05 em 
x/a em 10 Tem Series Analytical Relati ve 
C~c~a;_ton Cf~t,a;~on Er;;.or <= eee em eeo 
0 1 .236'+ 1.2399 - 0 . 28 
o . 20 1 .2359 1.2396 
- 0 · 30 
o . lo() 1.2326 1.2369 
- 0 . 35 0 .60 1 . 2116 1.2173 -0 . '+7 
o.Ao 1-0625 1 .0722 
- 0 ·90 0.90 o . 79773 0 -78383 +1.77 
1.00 0 0 0 
'"::AK lU.GNET IC FIELD 
K • 770 oer. , Aa = 1 , 1 " 20 Clll- 1 , 
.. = ·05 em 
x/a em 4 Tenn Se r i e s Ana.lytioa.l Rel a tive 
Caleula;~on Ca.l~~~·~~on Error (em/sec <= eec 'l· 
0 4 -3582 4 . 3642 
- 0 .14 
0 · 20 '+ -208o '+ . 2027 +0 .13 
o . lo() 3 .7o89 3. 7126 - 0 .10 
o.6o 2.8744 2.8736 •o.o28 o.ao 1 .6557 1 .6529 +0.17 
0 .90 o .8672 o.881o0 
-1.90 1.oo 0 0 0 
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TABLB II 
COJIPARISO!I BBTWEE:N THE AlfALYTICAL CALCULATIONS AND THE 
iOURIER SBRIBS APPROXD£A'l'IONS ll'OR h • (x) IN A l!ERCIJRY SHX!:T 
STRONG l!AGNID'IO PD!:LD 
H = 7 , 700 oer ., Aa = 10, A = 200 em· 1 , a = .05 em 
x/o. em 10 Tenn Series Analytical Relative 
Calculation Calculation Error 
(c:n/sec) (em/sec) 'l· 
0 0 0 0 
0 . 20 - 2.4793 - 2 .4796 - o .o12 
o .4o - 4 .9568 - 4 . 9569 - 0 .0020 
o .6o - 7 .4166 - 7.4173 - 0 .0094 
o.8o 
- 9 .7511 - 9 ·7522 - 0 .011 
0 ·90 -10.707 -10 ·704 ~0 . 028 
1 .00 -11 .152 -11.160 - 0 .072 
'F ..A.lC IIAG!i&TIC FIELD 
H = 770 Oer ., Aa = 1 , A = 20 cm· 1 , a = ·0 5 em 
x/a c:n 4 Term Series Analytical Rolat1ve 
Calculation Calculation Error 
(em/sec) (cm/eec) 
'i'· 
0 0 0 0 
o . 2o - 0 .86182 - o .86205 -0 .027 
o .4o -1.6597 -1.6594 +Q .Ql8 
o .6o - 2 .3233 -2.324o - o .o3o 
Q.8o - 2 .7843 -2.7833 +o .o36 Q.9Q 
- 2 .9112 -2.9113 - o .oo34 
1.00 
-2 ·9549 - 2 .9564 - o .o51 
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/.0 
0.8 
0.6 
+ 
0. 
0.2 
a2 
0.6 
X/cl 
t = T ..i.Jne in seconds 
I ~ j 
-j -- +--
.H = 770 Jlersteds 
-~ --
0.8 LJ.,- --. i T - j-
-+ I I I 
1 
-r Flq 5 TIME1 DFP£ND£NT VELOW'{ 
/.O ISTRIBUTIONS VN A JEAK MAGNETIC fiELD -r"-< 
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• 
X/ a 
+ 
f I -r~- L l-t-r-1-+-i-.,.f-t-,--f+!--o-ljf.J.-+j 
I l 1 t. t 1+-H -!--b-1-++---
........,_+-
orr~~~+-1 ~--~---~~~~~-~ o.z 4 4 - 4.6 t D.4 /.0 J. v . 
t-....- IW.i. H (W~- I .1-.. ~ 
• 
0.2 -r 
l-r 
0,11 j _._,.;... 1-+-~1 
-+-----'-" p 1 = TOO Oersi.e -
0.6 t--++ -
0 1 c 1-1 ;1±3 
+-.- {1 6 ~ TIME IDEPE~T VELO~LT.t 
JSIRJBUTJQNS.JN A STROH.E _MAGN[TJC FJ£Lf2__ 
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TABLE III 
T DiE DEPENDENT VXLOC I T ISS OF A llERC11RY SHID."T DRI VEN BY 
A CONSTANT C11RR!n!T DXNSI':'Y IIi HOilOC~OUS ILA:ll!ETIC !1IELI6 
Values of v(x,t) in em/sec for Ae ~ 10 (H = 7 ,700 oar . ) 
x/a t=.001 t~ ·005 t~ . o1 t =.05 t= .1 t=OO 
sec ••c sec sec ace sec 
0 o.o575 0 .2539 0 .1+556 1 .111+2 1.2272 1.2399 
0 . 20 o .o576 o . 2538 o .1+555 1 .111+2 1.2271 1. 2396 
o . l+O o .o581 0 .251+1 o .1+553 1 .1138 1.2251 1.2369 
o .6o 0 .0589 0 .251+0 o .1+551+ 1 .1061 1.207~ l. 2173 
o .8o 0 ·0609 0 . 251+1 0 .1+522 1.0000 1 .066 1.0722 
0 .90 o .ol+93 o .21+22 o .3996 0 .71+1+78 0·78080 0 ·78383 
1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Values of T(X , t) in em/sec for Aa ~ l (H ~ 770 oer . ) 
x/e. t =.o1 t =.05 t:.l t: .5 t~1 t~ 00 
sec sec sec sec sec sec 
0 .0597 .2818 · 5566 2 .3109 3.1+372 1+ . 361+2 
0 .20 .o5l+l+ .2811 · ~51+ 2 . 21+93 3 . 3210 1+ . 2027 
o . l+Q .0588 .2815 . 99 2 .0502 2.9626 3. 7126 
o .6o ·0558 .2765 . 5169 1.661+9 2 . 3287 2 .8736 
o .8o ·0571 .2332 .3870 1.0172 1 . 3665 1.6529 
0 .90 .o51+5 .1566 .2392 o . 5622 o .739o 0 .881+0 
1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a1 proYidin~ only that the radical appearin~ in this ~rea­
elon 11 much greater than zero , that 11 , ~en 
n == 1 , 2 , ... 
'lhon n 1a euft'iciently la.rge (higher hnr.nonica of the 
expansion) , the relationehi p of equation 8) certainly holds. 
'/lhen n 1e unity , it ie found that the relat1onahip ia true 
for a conaiderable range of the dU.enaionleaa parameter Aa 
tor liquid =•tala. A study of the phyoical properties of 
liquid metale1 ehows that tho parameter F ie at leaat 105 
timee larger than the paraoeter ~ · ?or liquid mercury , thie 
factor ie alaoat 10? . Taking r-~ ae approximately equal to? 
and aettin n equal to unity, eflustlon 8) aay be rewrittell in 
eimplified form aa 
9) At. << .firTQ 
The ratio .fPlQ. var i es :!'rem a value of about 3oo tor 
liquid aodium to about 2500 for liquid mercury . 
The number ?/~ i s tho ratio of the reduced ~acnetie 
fiald diffueivity to the velocity d1ffueivity . 2 It ~a.y a.lao 
be conaldered aa the r~tio of electromacnotio energy loes to 
the Yiecoue energy loae per unit Tolume or the f!uid . 3 
1 
R.N. Lyone , Editor, Liouid Wetala H4ndbook , 2nd ~dition (u .s. Cov•t frinting Office, Waehlnston , u.C. , l~52) , pp . ~-3 . 
2see Appendix B 
3w.l(. !l:leaooer, Rev . :U:od . Phyo . 22 , l (1950) . 
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'rho :uxim= vu"e of Aa in t.ho exa:aplee btlng considered 
here wi11 be 10, eo trAt the relationehip or equation 9) is 
eatie!ied and •2 will be much lar&or th"' e1 . l'hia condition. 
coupled with the smallness ot Q relative tb P , makee it pos-
sible to write a simple expression tor v(x , t). rhe teno 
L8 (n , e2)e1 2t in equation $) can be neglected and the term 
L8 (n , e1 )e1 lt/PQ(s1 - a2) becomeo approximately -pn0 e8lt. Uak-
ing use ot the Fourier expansion ot v(x) ae &iven by equation 
113)111, tho final approximate expreoeion for v(x,t) bocaree 
10) COB nYX/2& A& <<~ ~<< p 
3ach ?ourior ca2ponont in tbe above aoriee tor v(x , t) is 
multiplied by the exponential factor (l - e1l(n)t). The con-
ventional time oone t anta for each or theee components are 
thoee values oft which make the exponents e1(n)t eqaal to - 1 . 
For theee values of time , each or tho ccmpononte will have 
reached )6 .8 per cent of its maximum value . Assuming that the 
fundamental Fourier co=ponent ia tho ~oet important of the 
aerioa, one can arbitrarily define tho "velocity tillle con-
atant" aa that value or time !or which e1(l)t; -1 . 
In t.ho eaze ·~ that one detinee tte velocity tlxe con-
at-ant. , one aay define a "transient tbe11 ae that Val\.le of the 
time tor whioh tho fundamental Fourier oooponent ot the velo-
city reachee 99 per cent of ita steady etate value. In 
symbols , 
75· 
ll) p10 (1-esl (1 ) T) " • 99P10 • 
SolYing equation ll) for r yields 
12) 
ibe YalUe or T &0 sl••n ~ thie equation aay be arbi-
trarily taken a& a oonYanient upper limit for the ueeful 
ran•• or time •aluea. ObaarYe that 'r ie Juet 4 .6052 times a.a 
large ~· tho velocity time oonatant .4 Using equation 12) , tho 
traneient times for tho two cases being considered are found 
to be 
T (Aa = 10) ~ .098 aec 
T (Aa = 1) '=' 2.89 oec . 
By way or con!iraina thAt T repreaente ~pproxt.ately the 
time re~uired for the •eloeity distribution to r'aeh 99 per 
cent or the eteady atate velocity, consider the valuee of 
velocity in Table III tor the strong magnetic field ease 
(Aa • 10) and the timee t = 0 .1 second and t ="" (atoady 
etate) . Comparing tho differences in tho Yeloeitioe at these 
two pointe in time for different positions within the liquid, 
one can find that 
4In electrical en~ineering prac t ice it ie cuetomary to 
conoider the transient period as equal to 5 timeo the time 
oonatant . In this circumetance, 99 .3 per cent or the steady 
e t ata value i s reached . 
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at x = o, v(0,0 -1) h l -03 per cent leas than v(O,oo) 
X = .o1 , v( .01 , 0 .1) is 1.01 II II " II v( .01 ,oo) 
X = -02, v( .02, 0 .1) 1a 0 -96 II II " II v( -02,""') 
X = .OJ , v( .oJ, O.l) is 0 -81 II " " II v( .oJ,ee) 
X = . 01+, v( .o4, 0 .l) 1o o . 55 II II " II v( .o4,oo) 
X = .o45, v( .o45 ,0 -l) h 0 .38 " " " " v( .o5,ee) 
Thus it ia seen that ~hen the central velocity (x=O) of 
the liqui d r eaches about 99 per cent of ita steady state value 
other portions of the liquid have reached even higher per-
centages of their steady state velocities . 
Another check on the validity of the transient time eon-
capt is to investigate the values of the higher harmonic com-
ponenta when the fundamental cauponent haa reached 99 per 
oent of its eteady state value . Thus, when 
t = 0 -098 eee , the fund . comp . reachea 99 -00 of steady state 
t = o .1 " " " " " 99 -08 " II II 
t = 0 .1 " " let harmonic II 99 -63 " " II 
t = 0 -1 " " 2nd ha.nnonic II 99-94 " " II 
It ia clear that the higher harmonica of the veloci ty 
expansi on approach their steady etate values more closely 
than does the f undamental c omponent , and for thia reason it 
is the fundamental component which basically determines the 
nearness of v(x , t) to v(x) . 
Tho transient ti.>ne T 1a an important concept of great 
practical uae!ulneee in any deeign work conce~in~ the 
acceleration f r om rest ot a sheet of liqui~ metal because it 
demarcates the aocolarntion period or transient period of the 
fluid flow . Por thie reaoon it ia worth while to derive a 
el.mplirled expreeaion tor r in tema of t.he parameter• of the 
peyoical ayoteoa . 
The ax&et equation !or r, equation 12), involves the 
term e1 (l) . The exact value or a1(l) can be obtained tr~ 
equation 7)IV, but the evaluation procedure ia cumbersome and 
1 t 1a not hlmediately cle~.>r j~at how o1 (l) and , nence , r 
depend on the varioue eyotcn pera~etere . Thio detect can be 
ovorcace ~ si=plityins the expreseion tor o1(1). It tne 
radical in thlo expreooion ia expanded in a binomial aeries, 
it io found that only the !irat two tema ot the aeries need 
ba considered . Thio will always be tho caae it 
13) Aa < (. ..rP7Q. . (Q. <.< P) 
The approximate oxpreeeion for el(n) booaaea 
li+) o1 (a) : -(1/?) [ ~  2 + A2 ] • 
When tbia expreeaion, with n aet e~ual to unity , ie sub-
stituted into equation 12) , the final result ia 
~) 1' - 1+.6Q52 p 
l, - (~/2a)2 + A2 
An analysis or thia equation ahowe thAt 1' ·~riea 
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directly with the liquid denatty independent or the values o! 
A and a. 7or the c&ee of strong aagnetic fields and thick 
fiU.a, that ie , when A >> ~/2a , the tranaient t£ne varies 
inversely with the conductivity~ and the aqumra or the 
JUgnatic field . 
~or the cnae of weak =agnetlc 1'ialda and thin films , 
when A << 'fr/2a , the tra:1shnt t£ne variu directly w1 th the 
aquara ct the film thic~~ess and inversely with the liquid 
viecooity . 
In general , it can be eaid that tho tr~~eiant t£ne is 
dU.iniabed when 
a) tho fluid density ia decreaaed 
b) II II thi¢krtesa is decreaud 
c) .. .. conductivi ty 1e incroaaod 
d) .. .. viscos i ty 1& increaeed 
t) " mo.gnotic field i s inerea.eed. • 
ChanJea in the fluid density will not affect tho atoady 
etato velocity, ~~t changea in any or the other parameters 
nor.oally will affect the stea4y atate velocity . 
In conJunction with the concept or utranetent t~e , • 
another new concept-- the concept ot ''transient diatance••--
ariaeo naturally . The transient distance d r will be defin~d 
ae the distance that the !luid ohoet moveo during the tran-
sient time . It may be vital in same applications to know 
just how much of a "runway" a fluid sheet requirea before it 
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at;aina approxU.ately 99 per cent or ita atea~ e;a;e velo-
city . 
In order to find d.,. it 1e first neceeat\ry to find the 
average velocity of the fluid over the oroee eeotion frao 
x • - a to x = a. After tb1a ~ been done , one then inte-
gratea the average velocity with reopec; to ;U.e from t = 0 
to t = T: 
a 
16) Av v(t) = (l/2&) I v(x , t)dx 
-a 
T 
17) d T' = J AY y(;)dt , 
0 
Taking the velocity v(x,t) to be the approxi=ate expree-
aion given by equa;lon lO)V, one finds that 
18) 
Integrating this latter equation with reapect to time 
yielda 
19) 
The theory or unidirectional liquid flow !or the case of 
a conetant driving tenn (B+C) ae given in the preceding two 
chaptore and as amplified in th1e section can provide a 
baeie for optimization of certain bydranagnet1c devicee . 
ao. 
11 . OS::ILI..UORY 7v:1f 0? LI~UI!> la'li::URY 
The .xamplea to be diaeuaaed in ~~ia aeotion deal with 
the oeeillatory motion or the •~• sheet or mercury discussed 
in the preTioua eoetion . If the battery drawn in Jig. ~ is 
replaced by an al ternating current generator , then the 
mercury will be made to move to and fro in the z direction . 
Aesuma that all the parameters or the system are the 
aama aa thoea listed in Section : with the following exce~­
tlon : 
= • -< lc ain wlct = ~9 , 600 sin "'le t • ~. 960.0 sin &llct ca·l see· 1 • 
Ul;c = 10 r:.diana/aec , 100 radiana/ .. e . 
Ae in Section I , the complete aolutiona for these prob-
1 .. • are obtained by first cooputing tho atoa~· state sola-
tiona and then obtain i ng the transient parts of tho solutions. 
In general, i n problems involving ainueoidnl motion of a 
liquid , it ie the steady state solution which is of primary 
importance . Three cases of eteady state ainueoidal motion 
haTe been wor~ed out , and the roeulte are siven in ~lae . ? . 
8 , and 9 . In the first ease, the 2agnet~c !iald waa strong 
(n = 7 ,700 oeretede. Aa = 10) , and tho radial rrequency w, 
" wae e~ual to 10 radl~~e/eec. rn the aecond ca•e , tGe 
:~~agnatic field •aa &leo atron;, b•t the radial frejuency w lc 
was equal to 100 radiana/sec . The third caee iealt with a 
weak mn~etie field (n = 770 oeretode , Aa • l) and a rndial 
frequency ~ equo.l to 10 rad ians/see . 
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The steady state oolutione to these problema are given 
by equations 82)111 through 92)III. In the graphs or 7ige . 7, 
8 , and 9- the Telocity solut1ona are ~iven by the expression 
20) v8 (x , t ,"'Jc) •o<klvl ain("''ct- t; > 'llhere 
I 
21) lvl = (<ne llk) 2 + (1:1 N1<>2]'i and 
22) 
7he equation for the liquid d.iaplac«nent bacaaea 
2~) 8 = q + 90 degrees. 
It ia th~ red~ced velocity amplitude lvl .nd the Yeloetty 
phase l ag angle + which are plotted in Pige . 7, 8 , and 9 . 
It can be eeen in Fi g . 7 that tor a weak ma~etic field 
and a low frequency driving current, the velocity and dis-
placecent ~plitude curve ia almoat parabolic with a aeall 
flattening or tendency t ow,roi "core" flow 1n tlle central 
portion Of the flUl(~ layer. 7bo ..,ha.&e Of the liqaid •••-
placement laga about 170 degree• behind the einuaoidal driv-
ing function at the center of the liquid and decreases 
to,erd the boundary walls . Thio aa:oe result hllB oleo been 
obtained by ~bnaay fo r Ylacoua !lulds be~n- driven h~­
monically. 5 
5p, L~baaey . Helv . Phye . Acta . 25, 37 (1952) , 
82 . 
Yhen the ~agnatic field ia increaaed, the aituation 
becc.ea t~.at illustrated in Fig. 8 . Hue the "cere flow• Ga8 
bec<De acre pronounced and the nloci ty or the fluid becomes 
acre nearly in phaae with the driving !unction. 
It , now , the aagnetic field romaine atrong aa in the 
previous case but the r adial frequency of oscillation in-
oreaaea rram 10 radians/sec to 100 radiana/eec, the velocity 
amplituda distribution becaoes extremely flat and the phase 
lag increaeea ae ehown in Fig . 9 . 
In the aa.e way that one obtaina the simplified expres-
sion of equat ion 10) tor the unidirectional !low velocity, it 
ia poaaible to derive a simplified expreaaion tor the 
ainuaoidal velocity. Hence , when the drivins !unction ie 
(B+O) • o< lc ein ~t, the c0111plete solution tor the Telocity 
becomee approximately 
provided that A& <<.JP/Q. and Q<< P. l!otice that aa t -+ = 
in bot h the equation above and in equation 10) , they both 
reduce to the correct steady atate equationa. An ap~roxizate 
expreaaion !or the dieplac~ent may be obtained by integrat-
ing the Telocity aa viven by equ~tion 25) with reepect to 
time between the limite zero and t , to get 
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x_: 1 P~s4flon fh tm r~m ~1ntet :~ 1!7tr;~r_y ; s:h1e~ : 
I 
-'t-'-- J 1,,! i ! i I 
I ' ! ' ~ . ' - . . . .. ·-- t-... 
' 
. 
I - j '*- __ l'..,, ~ j . '·~ ·~ H-: I + 
• +'-' ', ,..- "' 1- . ~ "1 .i· f-Stear!!_ c. 'stlicr- VelocL !J. is ' -
. I I ', . "\1---1- '-+ • -vscx,~ «) =.,J><kt'"tw.t.::.;l ~~ /sic .... _ \ 1-
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00 {-p' 
"\ t nk 
n odd wl< 
p" 
o1 n w t - :!::Ilk 
K "1 
Observe ttat when t~oo in eqaaUon 26) , the displace-
~ent oaci:latlon occura with respect to a new or1ain . That 
ie, on t~e very rirat half cycl~ of drivin~ current the fluid 
aovee away from ita initial rest position rather eaaily, but 
upon reversal of the current in the following halC cycles, 
the fluid must first be decelerated and stopped before ito 
motion can be revereed. Thie action ca.ueee the fluid ae a 
whole to shift ita oenter or oeoillation in the direction of 
ita initial soveaent. The equation for the eh!ft ia 
27) 'ir(x ,"'k) 00 [~ k.] "' t w + 8, (n) cos (nwx/2a). n odd k 1 
The actual dieplaoement shift which would ba observed 
experimentally in a finite aheet of liquid ia tho average 
value or w. Tbie CL~ be obtained from eq~&tion 27) by inte-
gration with respect to x froa x = - a oo x a a and dividing 
tbia result by 2&: 
28) 00 '!!' t 
n odd 
t.r [p~ + e:~~ ) J ein(nw/2). 
By the e~e token, the actual dieplao .. ent of fluid 
obaervad experimentally in a finite sheet of liquid would be 
the average dieplaceaent over the croee-eection&l area nonaal 
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to the iirection or •otlon . Averaging U&tlOR 26) wit~ 
reapect to x over the oroao section yielde 
aa. 
29) Av o (t ,"'Jc ) ~~[-
wk Av Re I~ cos w kt ...- AT L"!l 
,. 
•'k ein ~t] 
' . 2 :;>. 
e8 1 t ain(n .. /2) ~ • (IL},) • r -~ Av n od.d. n• al n 
In the same "13 one ca.n &Terage the velo"i t:.r as given by 
25)V over the crooe oeot!on to obtain 
OQ 2 II 
- r - P 
n odd "" nlc 
The v!U.ae& :or AT e Ilk and AY Im 4c ll!fl7 be round by 
averaging the expreaaiona 89)1!1 end 90)1•1 with reopect to 
x . the result s are 
31) Av Re Ilk = ~{1\ [s,: ooeh(a Re r1 )ein(a. lJll rl) 
~ S ' 1 nh(a Re r1 )coe(a. r.. rl>] 2 
+ 112[31 coeh(a Re r 3)sin(a. Ill> r)) . 
+ s' einh(a Re r 3)coe(a :U. r)>J} I, 
32) Av JJD lik = !{at[ S2 coeh(a Re r1 )sin(a llll rl) 
• S' oinh(a Re r1 )cos(a ll!l rl >] 1 
+ R' [ s' cooh(a Re r3)sin(~ l! r3) 2 I, 
· S3 sinh($ Re r3)coo(a .U. r3>] • W~p J. 
The Yaluea or the ' X'o ' and 5 's are gl ven below: 
33) Ri Re r1 Im rl = (Re r1J~ + (Iii r1 )2 
31+) R2 = 
Re rl Im rl 
(Re r 3)2 + (Im r 3)2 
Re cl 1111 c1 m S' " l <le rl 1111 r1 
Re cl Ime 36) s ' = + He r~ 2 Iili rl 
m S' 3 =~ -e r 3 ~ 3 
Im e3 + <e el 39) ~ = Re r 3 Ia r 3 • 
Equations 31) through 38) may be uae~ to ottaln t~e 
average steady state velocity and displaca~ent ~• well a& the 
average general velocity and displacenent ~iven by 29) and 
'C) . In fact, these latter e~uations reduce to the steady 
a tate equations ... hen t _,.. uo. 
19) Av &1 (t ,"1c) "~ [ -AT Re ~ cos ~~t + AT 1111 Nk &in w.iCt J 
+ Av '(Ilk) 
40) Av v
8
(t ,Wk) = o<Jc [Av ne Nk sin "'k t + Av Im ](k co a w.j(t J . 
CF..AF'i'ER VI 
Koat or the magnetohydrodynamio aya~ ... th~~ one deale 
wtth in tho laboratory are two dimenaional . A ~ypical eyetes, 
tor oxomplo , would be an electromagnetic pump tor pumping 
li~uid sodium in a heat exchanger or eame sort . Here the 
li~uid ia forced through a circular pipe or rectansular 
channel , the fluid velocity becoeea a function or two coordi -
na~•• and eo too doea ~he induced magnetic field . 7or the 
caoe or a circular pipe in a unitono haaogeneo~• magnetic 
tield, the zero magnetic field radial (~~tlle) veloei~y 
distribution is oade two diaensional by the non• rad1al action 
ot the magnetic field . In these eaaeo, both the fluid velo-
city and tho induced magnetic field become functions of t wo 
coordinate•. 
In order to obtain some idea of the complexity or the 
general two dimensional problem, the two aeneral vector equa-
tion• 12)II and 20)II will be epecialized here to the problem 
ot hydromagnetio flow in a rectangular duct. ~·fluid is 
aaauaed to flow only in the ~ coordinate direction of a 
reetan&Ular coordinate syst..,. The fluid ia bounded a~ 
x " ±a and y = +b by plane 1<&118 which m~ or =ay not be per-
fectly conducting . It ie a further baeic aeeumption that H 
io a opatially homogeneous magnetic field in the x direction . 
7ho !luld Telocity cay be ~~ltten aa 
l) y . 0 1 + 0 r + y(x ,y , t)' 
By making use of equatio~ 7)11, di• ~ = O, it is found 
that the acalar velocity v in the z di~~ction ia Independent 
ot the z coordinate . 
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'rho motionally induced elec t ric !ioldp (v x ~) c&ueea an 
initial current to flow in the positive y dir•ction, ~hich 
givea rile to a cherge diat~~~~tio~ p1(x ,y , t)- -which, in 
turn , caueee a current flow in both the x ond y directions as 
a resUl t ot the total eleetrie !leld. The current flow is 
independent or the z coordinate, and a et~dy or the magnetic 
!lold produced at any point within the fluid by current ele-
manta in tho x and y direction• indicntae that all current 
olemente con be considered in paire , each pair having tha 
awno x nnd y coordinates but being aym:Dotrically locate.\ in 
the z direction above and below the point in question . rhe 
roeultant magnetic field due to each pair or ouch current 
elemente must lie wholly in the z direction. Thie value or 
induced magnetic field will be labelled hz' 
7he conTeetion current density Pe(x ,y , t) v(x,y , t)k will 
aleo giTe rieo to ""''n•tic !ielda hx and 1>y in the x and y 
directione, reepectiTely . Hence the induced magnetic !ield 
-vector h maf be written ae 
2) h = hx(x ,y , t)i: + h,(X, y, t}J + hz(x ,y, t)~ where 
Next , one can evaluate certain veotor expreea1one occur-
ring in equatione 12) an4 20) in terme of ~ an4 h ae given by 
equations l) an4 2) : 
It) ( v.V )h = ... 0°,. (~~x<x , y , t)1 + hy(x,y, t)J + h,.(x,y, tlk] = o 
5) (h .V) v =(hx /x + hy ~ + h,. :z]•<x,y, t)'k 
6) ( v.v)~ = vii (v(x,y, tll<) = o 
?) - -(h. V)h = 
[hx /;. • hy /y•hz lz][hx<x,y, t)! + hy(x,y, t)J+ h,.(x,y, tl'k) 
+x ~+hy ~f • [~~x ~·hy ~]j• [~~x ~+hy ~Jk 
8) ( v .V)H =vii [H(t)t]= 0 
9) vcE.'h> = 
= H[~ t . ~ s] Ox Oy 
-~ _i!!! A 12) Ot = 1ft 1 
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One can aleo write 
Since 
then 
13) 
- ~ ::: Pecurl v• Vp8x v 
= P8 (x ,y,t)cur1 (Yk) 
DP,(x,y, t) l _ 
ey •(x,y , t) 
[e"f. TY ep•Jr- [e"r.+ • ap']1 Oy • Oy Ox~ OX 
Op2(x,y , t)j~ 
6X ' 
In tenns ot tho quantitiea given by equatione 4) through 
13) one can wr ite the t, J, and k co=ponente or equation& 
12)II and 20!!) : 
A 1 component 2! eguetion 12)11 
0 2},. 0 2},. Ohx 
14) OXZ'" + a;r - 411'0)'4 Ot -
1 component 2! equation 12)11 
15) + - ltoOJ4 = + 4r ~0+ T :::..!:! • 0 2 ~2 Oh [ Op ] OX Oy I Ot ax• Ox 
k c~ponent 2! equation 12)11 
16) 
In order to write equation 20)II ae three ec81ar equa-
tiono, one muat fir1t evaluate certain new Yector expre&eione: 
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18) = 2 ~(" ah,o+b__ ~+h ~)1 ~ -~ax -7 ~x z ax 
•(hx ~+~>y ~+hz ~)r] 
19) <1x li> = - J3X <ll.,o1 + ~>yJ'+ hzl<> = Jb,ck - Jhzt • 
"' ... ('> One can now write down the ~ . j, and x c~ponenta of 
vector equation 20)1! : 
1 component of equ~tion 2Q)II: 
20) = = = h - - = -ilh J+ = - + ~n )1. [ahy ""--] [ 1 ahzJ ~ "" ·-y ay ax 1 z "" ax 
! canponent of equation 2Q)II 
... ! component of eauation 20)II 
6hz+ 
~y 
Pe Bx 
22) )1. 6hz )1. '+"'l <H•hx> a;c + '+1fl't [ ~} hy ay 
= ~ ~ _ e J(H+ll,o> 
~ az 'l · 
In equations 14), 15), 20), and 21) one can replace Pe 
by its equivalent in terms of E according to equation 5)II 
23) _ 1 . ---: _ 1 [~• aE, ] Pe - 4.-c2 dn E - 411'c2 ax ay ' [ !!· = 0] . 
3quatione 20) and 2l) are expr essions for the transverse 
presaure gradiente in the x and y d i rectiona, respectively. 
It can be assumed that these pressure gradients have no 
effect on the flo" of the liquid. 
Equations 3), 1~), 15), 16) and 22) constitute five 
partial differential equations in the five unknowns v , hx• hy• 
hz' and Pe . The number ot equations and unknowns ca."l be 
reduced to four . One need only differentiate equation 3) 
partially with respect to x and y and make uoe of Uaxwell'e 
-equation for h , viz . 
2~) - 0"- OIL Div h = = + = = 0 ax Oy • 
in order to convert equations 1~) and 15) into the simpler 
expreersi one : 
25) ~ + 
ax 
26) 
9.~: 
2 Ot 
For the steady state, the above equations are simply 
Laplace 1 a equation in two d~enaione . In general, they are 
diffusion equations which can be solved subject to appropri-
ate boundary condi tiona on hx and hy . 
Equations 16) and 22) may be put i n a simpler form in 
terms of tho 11 reduced 11 induced magnetic fielde 
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27) 
28) 
Using theee substitutions, one obtains 
• - (B+C) • 
+ (/• + c~.,' ) ev + ~"'X ~X 
(A+ QhX) ~h' =~ ~ 
~h ~= = 0 ~t 
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The constants A, B, C, P , and ~have alrta~v been defined 
(ct. p . 2~) . The new oonatant Dis 
29) D = ~")' JOTri J 
Shercli!!1 haa been the only investigator to date to 
attempt a two d.illleneional ateady state solution. ·e uau:oee 
that there ia no ohargo deneity pr ooent in the liquid and, 
hence , no convection current ~th the attendent =~gnetic 
!ielde hx and hy · Sheroli!f •a two dimensional equations are 
equivalent to the equat i ona 
30) 
31) ~h ' A= ox c - B . 
1J .A. Shercliff , .<roc . Cmb. Pl-11 . Soc . 1+9(1) , 136 (1953) . 
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These appr~ximato oquati~ns can be ~btainod from equa-
tions 27) and 28) by taking hX = hY = Ov/at = Uhz/at = C = Q. 
Shorcliff solves them s~bJoct to the bo~ndary c~nditions that 
b~th , and hz vanieh at the b~~dary walls . 
By assuming that the charge density p0 is symmetrical 
abo~t tho x P~d y axis , one can sh~w that the field hx is 
eymmetric with respect to x and y , ~~at hy le antlsymmetric 
with respect to x and y, and that hz is symmetric with respect 
to y and anti symmetric with respect to x . The velocity v 
remains symmetric with reepect to both x and y . 
Finally , in order to solve equations 25) thro~h 28) , 
one m~st determine appropriate bo~dary conditione for hx• 
hy• and hz · The re are many types of bo~ndarlee that one can 
consider, auch ae nonconducting boundaries , perfectly conduct· 
ing bo~daries, bo~darieo or motal e similar to the metall ic 
fl~id, mixed bo~ndaries , etc. The equation for c~rl h yiel ds 
three important relations for hx• hy, and hz : 
32) ~ - Ohx = 41Tp v = .:; r~ + ~] ax Oy e c Ox ay 
33) ah, = 41Ta(E,c - )'vhy) Oy 
34) ah, = - 4>-a (3y + fLV(H + h,c) ] . ax 
Here Ex and Ey are the electric fi elds in the fluid due to 
time varying magnetic fiolde and the charge density Pe · 
..... 
rerhapa the almpleet class of problema to aolve woald be 
thoae having perfectly conducting bound&rlea . ~or theee 
problema , Ohz(x,!b)/Oy = Ohz(! a ,y)/Ox • o. 
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:!:X»ERIIIli:Nl'.AL WORK WIT!! i'INITE IG:R:URY SK!Zl'S 
In order to teat t he theory adequately , it ia necessary 
to carry out a comple te aer i es of experimental investigations 
in wh i ch all of the parameter s or the phyeical oyetem ar e 
varied over aa •ide a range as poaaible . Thie means that 
many different conduc t ing tluida would have to be tooted at 
var ioua tempera~>res , iD magnetic fielde or various 
etrengtha , with varying values ot fila thickn •ee , and ~ith 
drivins current• or varying asplitude and frequency . 
The experiMents performed by the invoati ·~tor wore o! 
limited scope and in the nature or exploratory ~ork . Ueaa-
uremente were made for the sole purpoea or determining the 
order or mQ6nitude of l i quid metal movement ander conditione 
eimilar to those aesumed in the theoretical work . A single 
fluid, mercury , was i nvestigated under the action of a con-
atant drivins current in the presence of conatant magnetic 
rielda . The thickness of the mercury aheet wae the s~e in 
all experiments (circa Q.l em) . lleaaurcenta or the aerc"'ry 
movement were made with a multiple flaeh photographic aystao. 
Changea in the viscosity, density , and conductivi ty of 
the mercury , due to the heating etrecta or both the curr ent 
paaaing through it and the heat radiated by the magneti c 
!iel4 coila, were not considered becauae the:e were othe: 
lnd•ter=inate aourcea o~ greater error . 1or~oat a=ong 
theae indeter.oinate !actore •a• the at icking o! the ~ercury 
to the glaae boundary plates at the trailing edge o! the 
!low. 
In spite of the many sources ot error , a good moaaure 
o! agre~ont waa found between the experimental resulte and 
the corroaponding theoretical predictiona. Tho obser<ed 
order o! magnitude of the liquid moY .. ent waa in complete 
accord with the theory . 
Exoeriaenhl ~paratue 
Tho apparatua that waa uaed to c&ke meuuraente of the 
acceleration from root of finite eheete o! liquid cercury 
oonaietod of five maJor parte : 
1 . A sample holder containing two parallel at~inless 
steel electrodee eandwiched between plano glaao boundary 
wallo . 
2 . A dsoountable aagnetic field eolenoid within which 
the aamplo holder could be placed. 
J. A camera tor recording aucceaei•• poait1ona or ~he 
aeroury ahut . 
4. A multiple flaeh illU31nation eyat .. ~t could 
turnioh a finite n~ber of light flaohee of ohort duration 
at equal inter<ale of time. 
100. 
5. Sources of direct current power to energize the 
magnetic field sol enoid ~~d send high current through the 
mercury , t oget her with direct carrent meters and switches to 
measure and control theee currents . 
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Same of the apparatus used in these experiments is shown 
in the photograph or iig. 10. rae large chassis with the 
transformers is the multiple flash circuit power supply while 
the smaller chassis on the shelf i s the flash control unit . 
The camera used was a Kodak 828 Bantam f/4 -5, which is shown 
at the top of the magnetic f ield solenoid together with the 
General Electric FT- 110 fla.oh tube that waa used . The mag-
netic field solenoid waa separated into upper and lower 
halves. The two halves are shown bound together with a strip 
of bl ack tape in the photograph. The sample holder was 
designed oo t hat it fitted be tween the two halves of the 
solenoid and hel ped connect them mechanically . The flash 
tube was positioned at the bottom of the lower half of the 
solenoid and a sheet of flashed opal glass 'Ras interposed 
between the flash tube and the position of the sample holder 
to diffuse the light . The camera fitted snugly inside the 
top of the &&sembled solenoid and was fitted with a close-up 
auxiliary leno so that the mercury in the sample holder , 
illuminated in silhouette fashion from underneath, could ba 
sharply focused on the film . 
Not shown in the photograph a re t he 6-volt , auto-type 
s t orage battery which furniehed the high current (up to 
F JG 10 PHOTOGRAPH OF UNIDIRECTIONAL 
FLOW APPARATUS 
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about 30 amperee) that wae paesed through the mercury ; the 
wate r cooled reaistance wire used to control the bat tery our-
rent ; the two D.C. meters used to measure both the battery 
current and the current sent through the solenoid winding by 
a variable voltage direct current generator; the several 
knife s~itchee ueed to turn on the solenoid winding current 
and the bat tery current, to reverse the pol arity of the bat-
tery current, and to tri gger the multiple flaeh circuit; a 
small leYel uaed to level the sample holder before each 
experiment ; and a flexible, light- tight cap that fitted over 
the camera to exclude extraneous lieht during the exposures. 
Fig. ll shows i n schematic fashion the general arrangement of 
the apparatus . 
The sample bolder used in all of the experiments io 
shown in the photograph of Fig . 12 . It consisted of t wo bake-
lite rings having an outer radius of Jus t 3 -0 inchoe , coincid-
ing with the inner diameter of the solenoid . Two circular 
gl ass diske about l/8 inch thick and 2 l/2 inches in diameter 
were placed between these rings , and the rings were fastened 
together by eix brass screws . The two stainless steel 
electrodee meaeuri ng 1/4 inch wide by 3 inches long and 
O·l em thick were placed between the glass disks spaced 
1 .0 em apart ae shown. The two strips of material flanking 
the rectangular film of mercury between the electrodes were 
not present in those experiments. Znde of the electrodes 
• 
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FIG 12 PHOTOGRAPH OF SAMPLE HOLDER 
were tinned so that copper wires could be soldered to them. 
the tinn i ng •taa accanplieb.ed by first ail ver solderi ng the 
stainless steel and then tinning over this with ordinary soft 
solder . Kercury was introduced into the holder between the 
el ectrodes by ueing a small medicine dropper . The lengths of 
the mer cury films varied. 
The denountable magnetic field solenoid was wound on two 
1? inch long sections of l/8 inch wall cardboard tubing. The 
outer diameter of the sol enoids was 3 . 25 inches . Each sec-
t i on was wound with 300 turns of No. 18 formvar insulated 
copper wire . The windings were coated with Glyptal and baked 
in an oven. 
The two halvee of the solenoid fitted snugly over the 
sample holder and were thus brought togethor . Space wae pro-
vided to allow the two electrodes to extend beyond the outer 
diameter of the solenoid. In uee , the lower end of the upper 
half winding was soldered to the upper end of the lowor half 
winding ao that the two 300- turn windings were Joined to-
gether in s e r i es making an unbroken 600-turn total winding 
that was 66 .8 ~ in length. The lower end of the assembled 
solenoid was fixed in position by seating it in a hol e bored 
in a heavy wooden block . The FT- llO flash tube was also 
mount ed at the center ot this supporting baee . The solenoid 
was supported slightly above ita midpoint by an adJustable 
wooden bracket and flexible el aetic strap arrangement . 
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:'he cuora, a Y.od&k f/4.5 llant..., with a cca~ecl anaHig-
mat tens , wae used to te~e picture• of tho mercury film 
moYt~~ent. Th1a particular camera waa uae4 beea":.lae ita lena 
board ~~ bolloww jUAt fitted inaide tho aolenoid while the 
front of the camera body rested horizontally on the top edge 
c! the solenoid. In tt.ia position. tLe camera lena wu juat 
1~ inches from the sample holder. ln order to focuo at thia 
short an object dlatanoo. it sae necos6a~· to use a ~odak 
Ko. 2+ Portra auxiliary lena . ihe field aizo for thia lena 
caabinatioo 'hen focuoad for 1~ inchoo io aaid to be 
7 l/2 x 10 3/4 inoheo. 
:Xpceurea were made ~~ openini the caaera shutter Just 
before the mercury wao moYecl ani the multiple fl~sh circuit 
nctiYatod. Afte r tho light flaohoa, the ahutter wao closed. 
To ~eep l1ght !raa lea~ini in at tho top of the oclonoid 
around the ca.mora, a black cloth oap with an elastic "hat 
'ban4 11 , .•• slipped oYer the ca:z~era ao tha.t u·.e elaatic band 
gr1pied the outer our!aco of tho eolenoid Yery elooely. 
A n~ber o! different filma were tried before it waa 
decided that Koda~ Tri-X panehrocatic film ga•e the beat 
reaulta. ?llme were tank 4evelo~e4 ln Koiak ~76 de•eloper. 
rho lens waa uaed wide open at f/4 ·5 · lt was found that 
although one eoul4 record nine or ten aeparata poeitione ot 
~te =o•in~ ~orcurv ~ila, the filM latitude and gamma wore 
such thllt it wae impraotlcal to u .. more ~hM fiu or aix 
li~ht !lasheo. In thia way, the deneity ~ifrorenee between 
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eucceaeiTe poe1t1one waa au!tleient to ~ke ~eaaurementa 
eaey and accurate . 
!he ochsnatlc diagrco of the multiple flaeh circuit lo 
zi'len in Figa . l I IUid lit. ibo power a·,p;>ly lo con·rentlonal 
ar.d needa no specLAl diaoueeion . 
In the multiple flaeh unit iteolr , ~he source or the 
?T- 110 triggering LDpaleoo io tho 88~tubo relaxation oocil-
lator which r~• continuouelv When ·~o oquipcent 1e on . 1ho 
frequency or the rel axation oecllla t ion 1e determined by t ho 
different caabin,tiona of reaiatanee L~d capacitance th~t 
a r e connected to the plate or tho 881t through t.he primary or 
the interata&e tr nafor.mer . 1req~enciea o~ 1 . 10 , 100, and 
500 cycloo por eeoond are available . ?uleee fr~ tho ~Bit 
are paeeed to the control grid or the 2D2l thyratron , but 
t~~eo puleoe are not erroctive unloeo the oereen ~rid of tho 
2il21 1e gated to a hi,;:h pooi ti ve potential by tho act! on of 
the 6SN7 un'bal3lield "one s hot'' ~ult1Yibr9-tor. :1oe g:J.lh -
vibr'\tor 1e controlled by a ai!l!ple ewitch th.~t turns on tho 
nor.oally- orr half o! th~ tube (tho l•ft ~Alr in tr~ sche-
matic) , thereby causin~ tho ~onoally-on halt to bo turned 
o' ' . "''hen ti ie r .. "~ene. t!'ie a»l&te 0~ thi:s ~a!.ter t·.Jbe r1ael 
ln rotential . and this rieo ie trnnemittod to th~ oereon srid 
ot ~l:• 2D21. Th" len:;th o! !.izr.e !t.at. tl:.e 6~!:? r=.a!na 1n 
th1a 11gat1nA:" condition 1e varlable ao that one can control 
tho number of trlcgering pul•ee which ma<• the 2D2l conduct 
and diocharce th~ 500 YOlto &tored in the Q,l microfarad Z~ 
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capacitor through the primary of the special ~lash tube 
triggering transformer T2. The output voltage of the !2 
&econdary is something between 10 and 15 rv . This high 
voltage causec ionization or the gas in the ?1'- 110 flash 
tube, •1hich s•Jbeequently becanas conducting and discharge& 
the 4 microfarad 2 101 capacitor , thero'b:r prod•lcing a !lash 
of light. The maxim~~ frequency o! tho flashes ie li~ited 
~~tho time th~t i t takes to charge thie capacitor to the 
1000 volte kVailablo from tho power oupply. !ocaue~ or the 
circuit arrangement it i• not possible to make the initia-
tion of tho 6SN7 "gate" coincide with a p•Jloe fro. .. the 'l84 
tube . 'rhir ia a. m9.ttcr of importance th'l.t -enters into the 
interpretation of tho experimental data anA. will be die-
cussed later. 
!11g. 11 shows the r.~anner in which the 'larious electri -
cal circuits were wired. 
Because of the large currents paooed thr ough the mercury 
from the battery, it was noceeeary t o use heavy copper wir-
ing in this low voltage circuit. The current controlling 
resistance had to be water cooled to keep it& temperature 
and hence it~ resistance t'rci:U changing appreciably d'.lring an 
experimental run. The double pole switch s3 was used to 
reverse the current through the mercurv ao that it could be 
made to move in either direction between the electrodes . 
When tt.e &witch s2 •was in the 11atandby" condition, a c;,;.rront 
was permitted to flow through the low voltage circuit and 
lll. 
thus prepare the circuit tor the saae conditiona that ~o~d 
oxiat durins the actual l:IOTe:Jlent or the mercury . 1'o start 
the mercury moTlng, e2 would be awl tehed. to the on" ~osi­
tion, simultaneoualy triggering the gating circuit of the 
multiple flash unit . 
One obvioua detect or this awitohins arrangement waa 
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that althoush tho gate or the control unit went on in synchro-
nism with the flow or current throush the mercury , tho first 
rlaah or light did not necooearily occur at this tU.e. It 
waa poaaible to minimize this defect by attaching a noon bulb 
to the relaxation oscillator circuit, tbu obtaining a Tiaua1 
indication ot the flash tube triggering impulaes. Becauee 
tho flaah frequency used in the experiment& was low (one !lash 
per eecond} , it was possible , attar aome practice , to close 
awitoh a2 ~oat in coincidence with the trigserins impulse . 
Design ~ Objecti ve• of t he Experiment 
It ahould be kept in mind that moot ot the experiments 
that can be performed in the laboratory are eaaentially two 
dimonaional while the exact theory thRt h&a been developed 
to date 1a one dimensional. ?or tho type or fluid monment 
being conaidered here, one can ehooae to approximate the 
theory or two dimensional ~otion with the time dependent sol -
ution oorreopondin0 to Eartmann•a eteady atate aolution : 
l) v(x , t) = (B+C) (coeh Aa- cosh Ax) A2ainh Aa 
l 
+FQ; 1: 
n odd 
nwx 
coo 28 
where La(s1), L8 (s2) , s1 , and s 2 are given by equations 6)V 
and 7)V and the coefficient& Pno and q00 in equation 6)V are 
the eXPansion coefficients of the oteady state portion of 
equation l) above . 
A certain amount of pre- experimental work was done to 
determine the values of magnetic field strength and mercury 
current density required to give data that would teet the 
theory of t he fluid movement during the traneient period. It 
wae found ~hat magnetic fields much greater than 15~ oeratede 
(A = 4 , Aa = Q.2) could not be obtained without overheating 
the eolenoid winding . Also, because the size of the solenoid 
was limited, the mercury could be ~oved a diatanee of only 
about $ em. A theoretical computation showed that for 
R = l$4 oersteds, A= 4 cm- 1 , Aa = 0.2, the tr~~eient time 
was 4 .0139 seconds and that t.lte transient distance for a cur-
rent density or l am~/cm2 waa about 2 .5 cm. It waa decided 
to use a magnetic fiel d of about 1$4 oersteds and effective 
driving current densities of 1 to 2 amps/em2 . According to 
the simple formula giving tho magnetic f i eld at the center of 
an infinitely long solenoid, a current of about 13 .6 a~peroa 
~Vas required through the solenoid windings to give this 
11) . 
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magnetic field strength. 
A number of tests indicated that in order to move 
mercury films that were between o . 5 and 1 . 5 em in length, it 
wae necessary to paee 15 or 20 a:operes through the mercury . 
The erose section of the mercury being of the order of 
o . l cm2, these ourrente corresponded to current densities of 
150 to 200 emperee/cm2. It was quickly realized that the 
higher current densities were required primarily to overcome 
the difference in the eurfaco tension forces acting at the 
leading and trailing edges of the film . A part of the addi-
tional current deneity was being ueed to overcome sticking of 
the mercury to the glass at the trailing edge . 
Under some eirc~ataneea , the angles of contact between 
t he mercury and the glass boundary plates can be measured , 
and the retarding force computed from the expression 
where y is the surface tension of the mercury and e1 and e2 
a re t he angles of contact for the leading and trailing edges. 
reapectively.1 ' 2 However, in the experiments carried out in 
this investigation i t was found impossible to measure these 
angles because of tha position of the electrodes . 
l G.D. West , Proc. Roy . Soc. 86A, 20 (1912) 
2o .D. Yarnold, Proo . Phye . Soc . (London) 50, ~ (1938) . 
The sticking of the mercury to tho glass at the trail-
ing edge was a variable , i ndetexminate source of error. It 
would vary with the eame sample f r om one series of movements 
to another . At times , one could seo the speck of dust or 
other surface defect that was causing the trouble . The 
mercury itoelf , although triple distilled (Howe and French, 
Bos ton, llaee . ) , wa,s believed to contain a high percentage of 
impurity atomo and oxides , eo that no matter how well tho 
glaeeware and the electrodes were cleaned, oticking con-
tinued to occur. 
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The way out of this dil~~a was to define a threehold 
current density as that required to just overcome beth the 
surface ten&ion and sticking 11end. etf'ects. 11 Any current 
density beyond this ~ount was then effective in producing 
acceleration of the mercury sheet. The movement of tt-e 
mercury between the first two flashes of light was taken to 
correspond exactly with the theoretical value , and from this 
adjustment one computed the effecti ve current density acceler-
ating the mercury . If the first flash of l ight did not coin-
cide with the beginning of driving current flow through the 
mercury, there was a certain pre- flash move»ent d0 of the 
sheet f r om the starting l ine. 
The pre~flasb movement occurred during an i nterval of 
time ~t which was neceeearily lese than l second. l'he C.is-
tancee moved by the film fran the starting line to the posi-
tions occupied at the time of the first , second, third, and 
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fourth light flashes were labelled d0 , d1 , d2 , and d3 , 
respectively. Since the flash unit frequency was 1 cycle/aec, 
those dintancea corresponded to times At, At + l, At + 2, 
and 6 t + 3 aeconde , roepectively . 
Because the average velocity and distance moved by the 
mercury vary linearly with tho driving current deneity , the 
measured valuee of d0 and ~ were linearly reduced by a 
"reduction !actor," Y, until they coincided with the theoreti-
cal curve giving the distance moved eo a function of time for 
~ driving current donaity . Locating these two pointe on 
the theoretical curve automatically yielded the value of the 
pre- flash time At . At the same time , the reciprocal of Y 
was the effective driving current density . 
Using the value of Y as found by adjusting the posi-
tions d
0 
and ~, one next computed. the 11 redueed11 posi tiona 
d 2 and d3 f r om the experimental mea.euremente. It was then 
possible to compare these experimental values of position 
with the theoretical values given by the curve . The dis-
crepancies between these values were a measure of the eor-
rectness of the relative theoretical values of the velocity 
(and consequentl y of the distance moved) as a function of 
time. The absolute values of the velocity could not be 
checked because of the indeterminate 11end. effects'' mentionecl 
earlier. 
~erimental Procedure 
The glaee plates and electrodes of the sample holder 
together with the medicine dropper and glass beaker used in 
filling the oample holder with mercury were washed with 
Alconox detergent, given an Hlio3 bath , tap water rinse , 
N~OH bath, tap water rinse , distilled water rinse , and 
desiccator dried. Triple distilled mercury was poured into 
the glaee beaker and then injected into the assembled sample 
holder by means of the dropper . During the operations of 
sample holder assembly and filling , particles of dust usually 
entered the region between the electrodes . 
The sample holder was pressed half way into the top and 
of the lo••er half solenoid, and the upper half sol enoid was 
then pressed o~er the sample holder until the two solenoid 
halves made contact . The two ends of the half windings were 
soldered together as ehown in Fig. 11, and the two leads from 
the battery circuit were eoldered to the electrodes . 
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A small, bubble-type line level , which had been shortened 
so that it fitted inside the solenoid, wae lowered down 
through the upper half solenoid until it rested on the sample 
holder . The holder wae levelled in directions both parallel 
and perpendicular to the electrodes. (The le~el had previ -
ously been calibrated.) The entire solenoid assembly was 
firmly clamped in the levelled position . 
The solenoid winding was energized, and current •as sent 
through the mercury to teet its movement and decide upon the 
amount of driving current to be used . The cur rent had to be 
large enough to move the mercury sheet but not so large as 
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to move it completely across the holder before three or four 
light flashes could record successive positions . In other 
worde , the current density was adjusted to make the transient 
distance coinc i de aa nearly as possible with the length of 
the "runway" between the electrodes . When this had been done, 
the mercury sheet was positioned eo that its trailing edge 
coincided with a fixed point in the sample holder, the so-
called starting line . 
The final step in the procedure wao to place the camera 
in position at the top of the solenoid and fasten the light-
tight cloth cap over it . The exposure was made by opening 
the camera shutter, which had been set on the "time exposure•• 
poaition, energizing the eolenoid winding, and throwing 
&witch s2 to the "on" position . .A.fter about 4 secondo- -
during which time four f l ashes of l ight usually occurred--
switch s2 wae opened and the camera shutter was closed . 
Values of sol enoid current and mercury current during the 
exposure were recorded . 
DJring each exposure the mercury wae usually moved com-
pletely out from between the glass boundary surfaces and 
electrodes . It was therefore necessary to disassemble the 
two halves of the solenoid so that the old mercury could be 
r .. oYed tram the holder and new mercury injected !or tho 
next expoa\lre . 
Exptrimental Reau!t• ~Their Inte!Pre~ation 
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About forty different expoeurea were 1ade ueing the pro-
cedure ou~linod aooYo . !nl~rgsoonts were made of tho 828 
negatiYea eo that the epacing between the electrode• was as 
clooe to the actual value or 1 .00 ~ aa poeoible . If :~e=e 
wore no distortion in tho picture ma~ins proeeae , the l13ht 
f l lled aperture of tho sample holder should hnvo hnd a 
dinmotor or 5 .10 em . ~or one reason or another , this disk 
•~• olightly oiatort~d tor all of tho oxpoauroa, and it wae 
neeoeoary to i~trod~c• a length scale !actor !or jiat~~ces 
moaeurod parallel to the cloctr9dee, and a wldtn ecale fac:or 
tor 41etances mea.eured noo&l to the elect.rodea . All mea.e<.lre-
monta pertaining to tho mercury obeet oize and position as 
~~con from the enlargements had to bo scaled. 
From ~ong the torty , or ao , exposures t&ken , about halt 
had only one or two poaltiono o! the mercury ohoot recorded . 
In these cases, tbe drlYlng current density had been too 
strong. Of ~he remaining hal! , roughly about ten represented 
caoeo in which the driYing current had been so weak that tho 
mercury either never ~oYod tram ita starting poeition or alae 
etoppod a ehort dhtance !ram the atarting pooltion becau.ee 
ot aticking. or the r .. aining ten, or eo, ellsible expoeu~ea , 
about half r epresented caeee in which sticking occurred in a 
particular region. ?be evidence !or aticking in these cases 
wu obtained !rom observations made during the adJustment 
period Juat prior to the actual ~oeure and easily verified 
by an ex~ln~tion of the reaultlng photograph . This elimina-
tion procese left five ~osuree that could be used in the 
analyah. 
li'ig . 15'. 
Reproduction• ot theee five expoeurea are given in 
The right hand edge of the il\uminated aperture waa 
the etartlng line in each case. The aheota of mercury were 
moved !rom right to left . 
In order to find the current denaltiea through the veri -
cue mercury aheeta , it was necessary to find their aver-se 
crou aectional areas . This wae dona by meuuring varloua 
dlmenaione ot the aheots from the photograph• and calculating 
their average lengtbe . rne average croea aectional areas 
were then tho products of the average lengtba and the con-
etant eheet thioknesa of 0 .10 an . 
Table IV gives the pertinent information required for 
the analyeie of tho five selected ~courea . The observed 
values of mercury positions are liotad together with the 
reduced valuaa of these positiona . Redaced values tor d
0 
and 
~ correspond with the theoretical values. Theae are etarred 
in the table. The computed T&luea or the magnetic field and 
average length or each sheet of mercury Rre uoad in finding 
the threshold current density T.J. and the threahold force 
T.P. according to the relationehipe 
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Experiment E 2 Experiment E 3 
Experiment E 7 Experiment G5 
FIG IS PHOTOGRAPHS OF MERCURY SHEET 
MOVEMENT IN THE UNIDIRECTIONAL 
FLOW EXPERIMENTS 
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3) 'f , J , = Hg. I 2 Q.l AY 1 - Je &lllP/Clll 
4) T.F. = o.o1 Av l(T.J. )H dynes 
5) J = e l/'! amp/=2 
Here Kg . I is the total average current sent through the 
mer cury in any one experiment , Av 1 is the average length of 
the mercury sheet , and Je is the effective current density 
acting to accelerate the mercury . 
As far as errors of measurenent •ere concerned, the 
magnetic fields within the solenoid were determined with an 
uncertainty of about plus or minuo 3 per cent . The current 
througn the solenoid and through the mercury drifted about 
2 or 3 per cent during each run . Values of current given in 
Table rv represent average valves for each experi~ent. In 
contrast to these rough measurements of current and magnetic 
field, the flash unit timing was quite accurate (circa 
o . l per cent uncertainty) , while the variouo poeltions of the 
mercury sheet were detennined with about 1 per cent unoer-
tainty from meaaurenents of the photographs illustrated in 
?ig . 15. 
The theoretical curve in Fig. 16 was computed for a 
normal i zed ef fective driving current density of l amp/cm2 and 
a mean magnetic field of H = 165 oersteds ~~d represents the 
average theoretical values of distance vs . time for all five 
exposures . Seven of the eight plotted pointe of the group in 
the region from t = 2 seconds to t = 4 seconds are to be 
d 
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compared with the theoretical curve . The point corresponding 
to ~ of experiment 33 (the triangle located a t t = 2.13 sec) 
is to be omitted from the gr oup . 
It ie interesting to notice the large r~~ge of values 
for the threshold force from 2~ dynes to 325 dynes . This is 
a direct meaaure of the variability of the i ndeterminate 
frictional dr~ from one experUnent to the next . One can see , 
aleo , that the effective driving force varied ae a percentage 
of the total force applied to the meroury according to the 
data in Table IV. 
In experiment D2 , the effective force was about 1. 5 po r 
cent of the total force , in 32 it was Q.6 per cent , in 33 it 
was 0 · 5 per cent , in E7 it wae 1.1 per cant, ~~din G5 it 
wae 2 . 5 pe r cent . In experiment e D2 , E7 , and G5 there is 
oloser agre«nent between experiment and theory ~~an in experi-
ments E2 Md E3 , as oight be expected. It is clearly an 
advantage to make the effective driving force as large as 
possible relative to the frictional drag . 
Before any conclus i ons are drawn with regard to the data 
displayed in ~ig . 16, i t will be usefUl to review briefl y 
exactly what has been done in the e~erimental work : The 
experimental data yields a eories of values of actual mercury 
movement ae a function of time . Theee value& are uncertain 
\fi thin about plus or minus 1 per cent . The :.mown forces 
driving the mercury are uncertain within about plua or minua 
~or 5 per cent . If one knew~ the forces acting on the 
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~ercury , it would be a aimple matter to compute the theoreti -
cal curves corresponding to these roroee , and then compare 
the experimental and theoretical values . However, there are 
present extremely large frictional dragging forces which are 
indeter.ninate a priori . rheee unknown forces may comprise as 
much as 99.5 per cent of the total driving foroe applied to 
the mercury . Tho unknown forces are due chiefly to unbal -
anced surface tension forces at the ends of the mercury sheet 
and to eticking of the mercury to the glass and steel bound-
ary surfaces at the trailing end of the flow . 
In order to manipulate and interpret the experimental 
data, it is necessary to make e~e assumptions about the 
indetenninate frictional forces . The assumption that h&e 
been made here is that the indeter.ninato drag is constant f2! 
anv single experiment, tut may ve.ry from one experiment to 
the next . It is on thie bQeis that the concepts of "threeh-
old11 force and 110ffective11 driving force beccme ueeful . 
To find the effective driving force, the movement of the 
mercury in the one second time interval between the first two 
!lashes of light can be compared with a set of theoretical 
curves giving the distance moved vs. time tor different 
values of driving current density . One then chooees that 
curve of the set which beet agrees with the two pointe defin-
ing the beginning and end of this one aecond time interval. 
The position of the first point should lie within the zero to 
one eecond time interval . In experiments D2 Md G5, for 
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exa=ple , the first flaah of light practically coincided with 
the beginning of the motion and, hence , correeponde4 approxi-
mately to time t = o. 
The set of curves mentioned above are all computed for 
the same channel and tluid and !or practically the eace v&lue 
of macnetic field . Becauae of this , and becnuse the average 
•eloclty, and hence the •••rage dist~~ee moved by the 
mercury. are linear tunctiona of the dr1Tin~ current density, 
it ie possible to uee a einsle theoretical carve for~ 
driving current density to represent any one or the sot of 
theoretical curvea mentioned above . Of couree , tho distance 
acale tor the unit driving current density curve muot be 
multiplied 0y the actual driving current denoity in order to 
obtain the proper relationohip between diatanee and time for 
a given current density . The curve in Fig. 16 io the curve 
between 
tor unit driving current density . Tho movemonto of mercury I 
tho first two flaahee of light for all fivo experiments have 
been compared with thie curve and ad.,jwoted via the linear 
reduction !'actor Y (the reciprocal of tho actual driving car-
rent density) eo t.l>at they coincide with tl.e theoretical 
values. rho ad.,juated poe !tiona of the mercury at the third 
and fourth flashes of light are then plottad end compared 
with the theoretical curve . 
Now, just what eon be learned from this sort of proced-
ure? 7iret of all, it the aaeu=ption concerning tho con-
otoncy of ~~ frictional drag during a single experiment ia 
correct, end if the theoretical relationehip between dietance 
moved and time is correct , the experimental points should 
coincide with the theoret i cal curve within the experi mental 
err or . 
Secondly, if the f r ictional drag is constant during each 
expe riment, but the theoreti cal curve which i s used t o reduce 
the data is incorrect , then the experimental points will 
define a smooth curve that does not coincide with the theo-
retical curve withi n the experimental error . 
Thirdly, if tho frictional drag i s not constant during 
each experiment , the exper imental pointe wi l l exhibi t an 
irregular pattern regardless of the theoretical curve which 
ie used to r educe and character ize t he movement . 
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The fact that no t wo of the five experiments lieted in 
Tabl e IV yiel d consistent distance- time relationships i ndi-
cates t hat the basic aeeumption of constant fri ctional drag 
does not hold here . The two points of experiment D2 happen to 
coincide with the theo re tical curve . The point for expe r iment 
E7 , which ie 9 per cent gr eater tl>.an the theoreti cal value , 
the point for expe r iment G5, which 1e 15 per cent leu than 
t he t heoretical value , and the point for experiment E3, which 
is 15 per cent greater than the theoretical value , all imply a 
nonconstant frictional d rag duri ng these experimen t s . The 
third point of experiment E2 is only 3 per cent above the 
theoretical value , but the fourth point of t he same expe r iment 
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ie 39 per cent above the theoretical value. I'hie oh&rp change 
could only be due to a variation in the frictional drag . 
Until the frictional drag hae been made eutfioiently con-
otMt by proper preparation of the mercury lllld the boundary 
eurtaoes, and thie conotancy determined and verified by ~eane 
Of .uxiliary experbente, tl•en the plotoed ValUU Of "lOrcury 
moT~ent cannot accurately represent the true relationship 
between diotanco and time and cennot be uood to teet the 
validity ot a given tboory . 
AI was stated at the beginning of tho chapter , tho pur-
peso of the experimental work was to check the order of magni-
~ ot tho ,.rcury motion . Tho data plotted in :ilig. lc> dooa 
tbie adequately eince eix out of eeven pointe lie within 
15 per cent of their theoretical valueo. The experimental 
reeulte neither confirm nor contradict the thoory . I'hQy are 
1nconolua1ve in thio roopoot because or tho lack or evidence 
regarding the ccnotency or tho frictional drag . 
All of the experimental points plotted in lig. lo lie in 
the region fro~ t = 0 eec to t =~sec . :hie ie approximately 
the transient region , ae the theoretical traneient time tor a 
magnetic fiel d ot l~ ooreteda ie ~ . 0139 oecon· • · 
The experimental work and reoulto reported hero are per-
haps moet impor tant booaueo thQy indicate tho modifications of 
technique and equipment required to obtain definitive data. 
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Sl.OOJJf{, COIICLUSIOl."S , AJiD R!IC<IIIC!:li'DAT l OSS i'OR i'l1Rl'IIE!! Sl'UD'f 
I . SUIOIAR1 A!TD CONCLUSIONS 
Tho early chaptero or the dioser~ation describe the 
doriTation and exact solution of tho tUne dependent, one 
d1menalonal equations of motion for an Infinite sheet of 
Tlecoua, incompreesible , conducting liquid moTing in tho 
proaenco o! an external bomogenooua magnetic field . The eol-
utlona yield the valuea of the fluid Telccity T and t~e 
•reduced" induced m~etic field h 1 .. !unctions or position 
and tU.e. 
The motion of any fluid depends , of couree , on the 
nature or the driving preeeure sradlente . To obtain as much 
generality aa pceoible , It wao aaeumed tha~ tho time depond-
ent driving terme in the equatione of motion could be ex-
preaaed either in tenne or Fourier eoriea or Zourier inte-
grala. Sclutlone of ~he equation• were obtained for an arbi -
trary harmonic component so that the solutiona to any ape-
cifio probl .. could bo found by oupe~celns the eolutioas 
correoponding to the T&rious harmonic component• present in 
the driTing tonne. Special attention was giTen to thoee two 
important oasea where the driTing tonne were either constant 
or ainuaoidal . 
ior the ca&o of conetant dri Ying pressure gradients , it 
is pointed out that both v(x) and h'(x) vary linearly with 
the ratio -;A, but they vary in transcendental fashion with 
the product Aa. The symbol A ia a coupling parameter or con-
stant. It involvee both the magnetic field strength and 
properties of the liquid and hence is a measure of the inter-
action between the external magnetic field and the liquid . 
The ahape of the velocity and induced magnetic field distrib-
ution& depends solely on tho dimen&ionlece para~eter Aa. In 
Appendix B, it is ahown that (Aa)2 is the ratio between the 
electranagnetie forces and the viscous forces per unit volume 
of the liquid. In magnetohydrodynamic problemo , Aa plays a 
role similar to that played by Reynold 's number in pure hydro-
dynamic problems . It i s proposed that the parameter Aa be 
called the magnetohydrodyn~ic number or hydromagnetic 
number in view of its funda~ental importance in this field. 
It is indicated that Hartmann ' s one dimensional steady 
etate solution• may be obtained from the one dimensional i i f -
ferential equations by assuming that the induced magnetic 
field vanishes at the boundary walls x = ±&· If the bounding 
electrodes at y =±bare perfect conductor•, and if the fluid 
i s assumed to slip along these electrodes eo that the fluid 
velocity is independent of the y coordinate , then one can show 
that the assumption h'(+a) = 0 is consistent with Uaxwel l •e 
equations fo r steady state motion . Only under these idealized 
conditions are the Hartmann solutions exact. In practice, 
these solutions are a one d~eneional ap~roximation to the 
exact two dimensional solution . Their chief value lies in 
their sirnpl1ci ty . Tl:ne dependent solutions for a "liart:nann 
System" may be obtained in the same way that corresponding 
solutions are obtained for the strictly one dimensional 
systems considered in this dissertation . 
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The exact steady state solutions for the special case of 
a sinusoidal driving pressure arc worked out for the first 
time and several interesting features co:ne to ligb.t. ?iret 
of all, the liquid velocity and the induced magnetic fiel d 
lag in phase behind the driving pressure gradients . The 
phase lag is a maxL~um at the center of the sheet and de-
creases toward the boundary walls . The over-a.ll phase lag 
decreases as the external homogeneous magnetic field 
increases . 
A second feature of these exact solutions is the manner 
in which the a:nount of "core" flow (equalization of velocity 
in the various layers noar the center of the eheet ) increases 
as either the driving pressure gradient frequency or the 
exbernal magnetic field increases . 
The complete exact time dependent solutions for the 
velocity and induced magnetic field are obtained by using the 
Laplace transformation technique coupled with ~ourier series 
expansions. The transient part o! the complete solution is 
found to consist of Fourier series in tho position variable 
x, each tena or the eeriee being multiplied by a oUM or two 
exponentially decroaaing functions of time. 
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When the driving term& are either oonetant or sinusoidal , 
it ia found that the fluid Telocity and the induced magnet i c 
field approach their ate~~ atate Taluee in a ~ooth mono-
tonically increaaing exponential fashion proTiding that a 
cer~ain inequality exlata between Tarioua par.metere ot the 
ayataa. Specifically, it ie neeeeeary that 
l) (w/a)2(P-~)2 > ~A2P~ or 
Aa < tr/2 (P- Q)/ ./~ 
i'or liquid aetale acTing in a ema.ll ecalo fashion in the 
laboratory, this condition ia ~oat always fulfilled. All 
of the examples that were worked out in tho diaaartation 
aeeuso this condition to be eatiefiod. On the other hand, 
tor large scale motione--euch as those encountered in cosmic 
p~aice and geop~oica , in which the fluid eheet half thick-
nee& 11& 11 is considerable--or tor rarefied ioni:ed suea at 
hisb to=peratures, the condition of equation 1) aay not hold. 
In these cases the approach to steady state eonditlona be-
come& an oscillatina exponential approach. Tho frequency of 
the oscillation increase& as tho inequality of equation 1) 
ie more and mora strongly violated. The posoibility exists 
that such an oscillation could change the otate of liquid 
action frao laminar flow to tur~~ent flo• . 
7or the caee of lic;uid met.ale !or 1rhich ., « r, equa-
tioQ 1) beoaaes approx~tely 
2) ,.. < .J'Yr.. 
Batchelor h4s shown that~ > Pis the criterion for the 
magnetic energy to increase epontaneouely tor a conducting 
fluid in turbulent motion .l 
It hae been indicated that when the inequality above is 
violated, apontaneoua oscillationa occur in the aolutions tor 
the Yelocity and induced magnetic field . Theee damped oscil-
lation• could represent :a~eto~drodyna=1c waYea. Ae evi -
dence tor thia argu=ent, Lundquiet2 b&8 ahOYn that strong 
interaction• (leading to aagneto~drodyn~ic waYee) between 
electromagnetic and ~dro~vnamic phenomena are pooeible only 
when 
But equation 2) io identical with the relationship 
If the ineqU&l.i ty of equation It) 1e a:ron;;lj• Yiolated , 
then Lundquiet•a condition !or etrong interaction between 
1
a. K. llatchelor, Proc. Roy. Soc. , 201A, 4<>5 (1950). 
2
s. Lundquiot , Ark . Fys ., 5', 297 (195'2). 
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the two fields io fulfilled. Incidentally, the right • .and 
terme ot equations 3) and ~) represent roughly the velocity 
with which a magnetic tiold can move throlJ8h the conducting 
liquid . The left hand tenno ot tbeae equations represent tho 
phue velocity or undemped ~~agnotobydrodyna::aie wane in a 
medium having infinite conductivity ~~d zero vioeoaity . 
It ia found that Cor liquid metala (10 << .<) a a!.1l:;llifi-
cat1on of tbe complete time dependent soluttone ~or v and h' 
ia poooiblo when tho inequality of equation 2) ia satisfied . 
Under theso conditione tho exponential time faotora of the 
tranaiont parte of the solutions reduce to a aingle expo-
nential time factor providing that only valuoa of tl:e 
greater than sar;e lower u .. a t 0 are conaiderod. .!tach 
1ourier car;ponent or the velocity is then multiplled by a 
lingle exponential time !unction, and theae exponential ten.s 
quite naturally de!ine time constants for the motion . 
In connection with the solution of practionl probleoo 
treating the acceleration trOD rest of =orcury oneeta under 
the combined action ot conatant drivin~ c~rrent donoitieo and 
haoo.,.eneouo c:a;;notic tiel do , it is ahO'Jll how one "'IIJ define 
o•rta1n ~eetul concepts characterizing the !low . One of 
t.heee , the "trMeient time" for the !low, repreaente approxi-
mately tho time required tor the liquid to roach 99 per cent 
of lta ateady state velocity. 'i'he transient t1me ll closely 
related to the natural time conatant of tb ayatea . Another 
of these ueeful concepts is the "tra..YlSient distance, 11 .,.,•hich 
ie the a¥erage dietance moved ~ the li~uid during the 
transient time . 
An example wae worked out in which a sheet of mercury 
was driven , starting fr~ rest, by a sinusoidal preesure 
gradient . In the process of deriving the expression for the 
li~uid dieplacement by integrating tha approximate equations 
f or tho velocity, it was discovered that the canter of oscil-
lation of the liquid would shift from ita original position . 
Thi s "displacement shift" io explained phys ically by obser¥-
ing that during the first half cycle of driving current the 
f l uid star ts to move in a part i cular directi on and that it 
must be decelerated and stopped by the reversed pressure 
gradien t during the second half cycle before it can be moved 
in the opposite direction . AS a result , the center of oscil-
lation of the fluid shifts in the direction of its initial 
movement . 
Tho object of the experimental work ,...., to provide sa.e 
order of magnitude data for the unidirectional acceleration 
from rest of mercury sheets. 
In these experiments, difficulties with surface tension 
and 11e ticking" end- effects made absolute measurements of 
velocity and distance impossible . However , by introducing 
the idea of a threshold current density ae that just required 
to overcome the end- effects , it oec~~e feasible to reduce the 
data to represent tho motion resulting from an "effective 11 
driving current density and thus permitted comparison between 
theory and experiment on a relative basis . !he actual dis-
tances moved by the mercury were multiplied by a reduction 
factor Y so that the initial movements would coincide with 
the theoretical valuee for unit driv ing current density . The 
remaining experimental movements could then be checked 
against t he theoretical values . The reciprocal of the 
factor Y represented the effective driving current density . 
A check on seven experimentally determined values ot mercury 
position as a function of time showed that two of these coin-
cided with the theoretical values , one was 3 per cent h i gh, 
one was 9 per cent high , one was 15 per cent high, one was 
15 per cent low, and one was 39 per cent high . 
The large range of values of the threshold current 
density and its associated threshold force (from 2~2 dynes to 
325 dynes) indicated the indeteminate nature of the "end 
effeets 11--whicb could ea.ai ly account for the dieerepanciee 
between the experL~ontal and theoretical valuee . At any 
rate , tho measured values of mercury position were certainly 
ot the correct or dsr of magnitude . 
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II . RJ!CCJ)f!l":l>'DATIO!!S POR FURTHER STUDY 
The work oegun and reported in th is dissertation could 
be made more c~plete, generalized, and extended by such 
furthe r investigations a8 those lie ted oelO'tl: 
1 . The nature of the time dependent solutions for the 
situation when Aa >> .fP1Q. could oe investigated more 
thoroughly since this is the region in which pure magneto-
hydrodynamic effecte can arise . 
2 . One could attempt to eolve exactlv eome two 
dimensional proolems. 
3. The method of sol ution could oe used to solve other 
time dependent magnetohydrodynamic problema involving the 
laminar flow of an incanpreseible, conducting, viscous fluid 
in the preaence of a magnetic field . 
~ . One could attempt to solve the same problem t reated 
in the dissertation for a compresaiole fluid . 
5. Good experimental data ie sorely required in the 
fiel d of magnetohydrodynamica . A aeries of accurate experi -
ments should be performed with a variety of pure l i quid 
metals (mercury, sodium , gallium, e~e . ) in order to chock the 
influence of the fluid parameters ~ · a, ~~d p. 
A large precision electromagnet with a regulated power 
supply capable of producing homogeneous magnetic fielde of 
25,ooo-3o,ooo oereteds will be required . A duet -free atmos -
phere or dry box should be available for cleaning, assemoling 
and filling sample holders with the liquid metal . ?or exper-
iments involving oscillating driving currents , one should 
have a variable frequency power supply of the type that haa 
recently become available . 1 
In short , a good deal o! precision equipment and careful 
technique io requi red to perform accurate experiments in this 
~ield . 
3A representative unit ia t he Model 200 A, 1800 V.A. 
Variable Frequency Power Supply manufactured by the John 
?luke Manufacturing Co. Inc ., Soattle 99, Washington . 
l3Y. 
';:>:1st der the total current 4eneity 1 that can flow 
through a conduo tor ae :;~e result of ti:oe varying magnetic 
!"ielde , motion of t.he conductor ln a ma&,etlc field , and. 
ti!!"'e varying electric fielda : 
-l) j = O'Et + '!P-(v x lt) + ~ g~ (au quantities in ~ .m . u .), 
-where ~t is the olectrio !1eld indacod by a time varying 
magnetic field . One c ... 1 co"Dpare the a-n:t:...td'' of the die-
-placement current density , ~1Yen by the term (l/~~) d~/Ot , 
wl~~ either the tlme varying magneti c field ind~ced currant 
-density "'"'t or tl:o motionolly induced car:ent density 
o/'(v x H) . lloth of the&o comparisons are made below. xtou.-,-
.-. - - -i!'lg th."lt D ::a f. ~t 'lfhere f is a constant and 3t ::. A
0
einw t , it 
is seen that 
2) 
rhe rati o of tho maxtmu.~ absol•te values of the dis-
plac«nent current density ~o the time Yarying ~agnetic 'ield 
induced current deneity boc OO'lee 
3) 
J!ow, t~.e coniuctivitv ~cr llquid '71etale in e .. ~ . a . 
nries between 10-3 and lc-5 (nboh-n-cn:) - 1 . r;,e pcmi Hivlty E 
in o .ro . u . is equal to l/c2 or ap;:rcxi::Ja.tely 10-21 tb:ea 
1 te T&l'.le lr. electrostatic CU~1to, •hlch WO'.Ilc! ~e .,nlty !or a 
non-polari&ablo ~•eli~ . 
In or1er ..-'"'~·, ~· -j,isplaccent c·arrent denalty be neilt-
giblo in cc.nparinon l"lth the ind.'lction curront donoH:;r , it 
lo neooooary that 
4) 
~or t~ oaoe of liquid metals , the above condition o~ the 
radial rre~uonoy or the electric ar.• """netic 'leldo -111 
almost ~ertainly be eatiafied by a~y o! the field& norgal!y 
encou~tertd ln !iik;netohyt!roiyr.!Ciee . Onl·· ·.m.ier rat.~er 
apeclal <-1-rc..eatan,..ee in -r'":ich th" oonr1u,.t1Yity a ie 
extr•~l,. low .. hile the t'!'equ.!ne~ w la "'l~· lee• t~e 1!.a-
placemont current ~enolty beco=e cam;ar ble to the induction 
c~rrent density , Thia si t•tation 1a poaolblo ror rarefied , 
Ionize~ ~aoea , but of couree the theory for incompreaalble 
liquida woul~ no longer apply here . 
i'he maxli?''l':l absolute value of the ~ll)>laee:o,nt C'.lrrent 
dtnaitv h (t'W/4") J::0 J. :'he "lec·~ie •told that ~an oxiat 
In U~uid etala iB certainly no greator tl.,.. 1 volt/= 
{lc8 abTolta/~) einee la=;er rte!da ~1~1 c uae ~~=rente to 
6) 
Cor.:p•r1n~ ~ho a.toTe :::.axi:2·.= .:Staplacerr.er ~ t;'1r::;.,. ..... 1ensltr 
with ~he r:o.xir•J:J: J:!OtiOnnl \y indued e•uront dena\ ty ~ IVIIiil 
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tor liqu.i~ .o=~etsla , c~e 'inds the d!.eplacezr.ent current denoity 
to be nogligible if 
7) 
7he rolation~~ip o~ eq~ation 7) will hol~ for almost 
all eituo.tions of normal fluid flow in the rname~ic fieHe 
non.ally used in the laboratory and encountered in goophyeica 
and ~•trophyt!cs . Only when the ~luid ie creopin~ 
( Jvl <(<:. 1 em/ceo) 1:1 the presence of very ·.vea'< c:agnotlc 
'iel.~s ( liil << l ocr) and the radial !req•>ency w ot the time 
varying electric field ia large, ie it poaoibte for the die -
placement current density to contribute appreciably to ~he 
total curre:tt density . In this eituation , however , the 
coupling bet1'-·een the fl•.lid motion u..nd t!1e ma.;netio f icld. ie 
I!O we&'< t!t .. "'t ! ... ~ preble~ ie acade"'!:ic fran t~1e :oagr.etohydro-
4yn~1o point o# view. 
Al ; :';!. :l ::t B 
(A&)2 I~ :r.. RA!IO 0? 710 ?0~33, (r./f~ , 
l/l' ........ 1 /(I ARZ i:>I?YJS r; rr •.;:..; 
rhe derivation which !ollo"" !!Uil<es uae of the d!c•n-
eicnal an~lyeis u&ed bv Lshnert.l 'Joneider thft Na.vier 
Cto'<e& e~ua:ion . IQ'J.Ilt1<.n l))II . J:l:.lit1~lie1 •t.ro:.z~'t bv !.!".eo 
liquid dene1~' f . eo that. e~~ •erc; re'O'\.r .. eentl a ~ore~ rer 
unl':. Yol•tte a! tl':l l1q'.l14. ~e Yiseoua 'ore~ per ':J!'\1: 
~ l\Z':e wcul~ be: 
untt voluoe woul~ be 
I! nOT: one c.onYertr e&"l"' c! th~ v:1rla'bl '* "f n:1 I: into 
dimeneionleee variabloa b:r tho follo•·ing tranotormaUon 
~} ~ - .. - ii• r ... • v • . ~ ~ H • 3> a L y ' ' ~ t c •• Le/T0 • v. . t = r • t• , 
't.t: ere Le , ~ 
'e • v • • 
• 
ar-1 
"e "re charaet.,rif!.~i c pa:-am.etera ct ~Ce 
flvflteo in -;.utt1!tlcn ani the prf::Je'i Q'l!.."ltiti e. artt d1-::e!'!s1on-
\(18!\, then 
5) -X ') ·~ 
,-
The t.enne in squar~ 'brac'<ets "lre dl-rlenoionloes . :"ak:ing the 
r~tlo of the di~en&ional portione or fH ~nd f~ , one o~taina 
Accordint; to Newton ' e concept of vis.coeity, the force 
req~irod to produce a veloeit~ gradient dv/dx ov~r an area A 
in a fluid or viscostty '1 moving norrna.l to the :r d1.rection ic 
7) 'l dv A _ dv - - - m-dx dt so the.t 
d• ; _.!!r.l .!!.!] . : _! (.!... d•J A 
d t P lVCll. dx "' P VoL dx 
I:-1 the above equation . VoJ reprceents t~o vola."!!e or ~he 
fluid. !t ie ,..ell \mov:n that th9 dit'f'ueion of 1.4y eubota.."''oe 
in ~i ven ~Y t,!-1_, er.untS:on 
9) 19..:~- A ~A dt dx ' 
~cere A represe~ts the di.to~usiTity or coef'flclent of r\if"'•t-
eion. Here d~• le the a..,ount paoeing through an area A in 
the x di rection in a ti~e dt where dc/dx ie tho ra te of in -
creaee ot Tolume concentration of the aubetance in t he x 
direction. 
Comparing eq.>atione 8) ar>d 9), and recognizing that 
(1/Vol) dv/dx ie tto rate of increase o~ ;reloei t.v coneentra-
t!on in th~ " <ti recti on (d(v/Vol)/dx), it is evident that 
10) ~ = .1 . 
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:aeea·ose ~ oeeupiea the eame posl tion in eq.;ation U that ? 
oeoapiea in equation I ~"ld the two eq'.4a:..Lons are otherwise 
e~etrical in the variables T and h 1 , it f~~lo~s that 1/~ 
represents the difrueivity of the reduc ed magnetic ~idld h •. 
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ABSTRACT 011' TlG :>ISCZ.~ATION 
The basic objective ot the dissertation waa to derive 
and eolve the time dependent one dimensional equatione of 
motion !or an infinite aheet or viacoue, incaopreaaible, con-
ducting liquid of finite thickness . ?be liquid ie ac:ed u~on 
by a transverse spatially homogeneous ~agnatic field, by cur-
rent !r~ L~ Dxternal 1ouree , and by mechanical pressure 
gradients . Two simultaneous, linear , partial differential 
equations were derived which g ive the relationship between 
the fluid velocity v(x , t) L'1d a "reduced" variable h•(x, t) . 
This latter variable ie proportional to the ind~ced magnetic 
~leld h(x,t) but haa the diaeneiona o! a velocity. 
To obtain ae much senorality as poeeible , it was assuwed 
thot the mechanical and electromagnetic driving terms could 
bo t~Jxpressed either in te~ or ?ourier aeriee or Jourier 
integrals . The ayatem equations were firet eolved !or an 
arbitrary, single-frequency , caaplex ha:rmonic driving func-
tion . 7he solution• ~or driving r~ctiona expreaaible as & 
IUIII or integral or cCIIIplex harmonic tex:ne become aioply tho 
oorreeponding eum or intesral of the eolatione tor the indi-
vidual haraonic componente . 
Spacial attention wao iiven to the two important cases 
in which the driving tarmo are either conotant or ainuooidal . 
In the toraer caee, it la ehown how Hartmann•• two eteady 
state aolutiona depend on the induced magnetic field boundary 
condition . It ie pointed out that Har~ann•e eolutiona are 
really one-dimensional approximations of a two dimensional 
problem . In the latter oaeo, the ayatem equations are simi -
lar to those for coupled circuits and the solutions exhibit a 
phaae lag ~or • and h with reapact to the driYins pressure 
~adients . 
3oth solutiona are shown to vary in transcendental 
taahion with the value of the dimensionleee parameter that 
has been labelled ~ the letter K in recent work by Shercl iff 
and »urgatroyd. A dimensional analysis reveal• that y2 ia 
the ratio between the electromagnetic and Yiecoue torcee per 
unit Yol~e of tho fluid , a fact that wae o•erlooked in 
Lehnert's recent work. 
The co~plete aolutiona of the eyatem equations were 
round ~ maki ng uae of the Laplace transformation technique 
in combination with Vourier eerie& expanaions . The tr~~•ient 
portione of the aolutiona involYe two exponential terms . rt 
ia ehown how theee eolut ione m~ be eimplified whoa ~bey are 
applied to liquid metale ~~der conditione ordinarily exietin& 
in laboratory work . 
Se•eral ~plee are worked out which illuetrate the 
acceleration from root to a eteady state condition or eheeta 
of liquid mercury . It ie found that the fluid Yelocity and 
induced magnetic field approach their steady etate values in 
a smooth, monotonically increasing , exponential fashion , pro-
vided that a certain inequality axi&ts between various para-
meter& of the syetem . When this i~equa.l.ity is violated, as 
it may be , the approach to steady state becomes an oscillat-
ing, exponential approach. 
A separate chapter is devoted to a derivation of the 
system equations for two-dimeneio~al magnetohydrodynamic 
motion in rectangular channels. It i s asa~~ed that & charge 
distri bution develops in the fluid . The r esult ing eet of 
partial differential equations ie non-linear. 
Some experimental work concerning the movsnent of 
mercury electromagnetically is desc ribed. Results are re-
ported lfhich confirm the order of magnitude of liquid mere11ry 
motion under conditions similar to those aeeumed in the 
theoretical examples . 
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